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t What is the Endgame Strategy? 
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Kiss 

A 
midst the clamour of the "VE Day" fertility 
festival on May 7, 1995, Prince Charles was 
spotted by the press exchanging the "Kiss of 
Peace" with his wife, Princess Diana. For 
many people this conf i is  that he has . . 

finally accepted the role of sacrificial host, so 
that his son, Prince William, can aspire to a 
royal domain more extensive than even that of 
Elizabeth I when she ascended to the throne. 

We have previously described how Hyde Park includes Speakers 
Comer, Lhe state's site for ritual human sacrifice. In earlier times it was 
known as Tyburn. Thus it came as no surprise when the Wmdsor Gang 
chose this spot for an elaborate fertility ritual. Where the metropolitan 
police had clubbed demonstrators seven months ago, fifty-nine heads of 
state gathered to perform a magical ritual. 

A globe had been erected to which flowers brought from across the 
world were affixed. This is a classical example of Zoroasaian magic: 

A characteri.stic feoture of Madcan angelology is to give each of its 
archa~rgels and angels amwer  as an emblem, to point out, as it were, 
that iforle ~vishex mmltaNy to contemplate each of these heavenly$gures 
and to hecorne rhe receptacle of their Energies, then the best i n s m n t  

Excerpted from the London Psychogeographical 
Association Newsletter, No. 10, published in 1995. For 

information write to LPA, Box 15, 138 Kingsland High Street, 
London E8 ZNS, England. 

of meditation is indeed the flower 
which is their respeclive symbol. 

(Henry Corbin, Spirihurl Body old 
Celestial Earth, London, 1976) 

Led by the Witch-Queen, the as- 
sembled heads of state each wrote their 
name upon an olive leaf. This was then 
taken into the globe and a&ed to the 
border of a circular map of the world. 
This map, centered upon Britain, was 
derived from the theory of the Land 
Hemisphere, a psycho-geographical 
theory propagated by the British Army 
in the later yeas of World War ll. 

According to this doctrine, pub- 
lished by Directorate of Anny Educa- 
tion in 1943 (British Way and Pupse ,  
Booklet 6),  soldiers were instructed to: 
Tun1 a globe so that you are looking 

directly at Great Britain. Then the half 
which is facing you is the [arid h u -  
sphere. On this half are sk-sevenths of 
the habimble land and nine-tenths of 
all the people of the wor[d. And we are 
in the central position on this M- 
sphere! 

This imperialist doctrine was propa- 
gated as part of the general indoctrina- 
tion &ed out by the Army upon its 
rank and file. The Army Council gave 
its approval to the British Way and 
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Purpose (BWP) in Autumn 1942, advantage in respect to allpeaceful Monmouth penned his Hisaria 
whereby an hour a week was given intercourse and trade. It is ako orre Regia ~;itattfriae. Here he de- 
over to 'education in citizenship' of special danger and respotrsihitity scribes how London was founded 
(i.e. the pacification of workers in in war. Any power which wishes to by Bmhls as New Troy, or Trino- 
khaki by inculcating Bourgeois rule the world mustfirst conquer vantum. This baresan important 
propaganda). Britain. comparison with Virgil, whose epic 

Effoas were made 'lo ttansmute The text then gws on to praise Aernread offers a similar Trojan 
these dull sessions into bright 
moments of proletarian clarity, 
particularly in Cairo, where 
soldiers revived some of the ideas 
of the levellers from the Model 
A m y  of the English Revolution. 
The Cairo Soldiers' Council 
emerged, which suggested that the 
democracy being spouted by the 
officers be turned into action. 

The map used at the cenae of 
the Hyde Park ritual was based on 
this BWP map rather than that 
used in the United Nations em- 
blem. It had been altered by 
nudging the other seventh of 
habitable land mass (South Amer- 
ica and Australia) onto suitable 
places so that they could fit into 
the circle. The rim of the circle 
more or less tallies with the 
Pacific rim. Those familiar with 
the Book of Genesis will notice 
this is along the lines of the Ritual 
of the Second Day when land and 
water were separated. This ritual 
is a fertility rite so that the earth 
would "put forth grass, 
vegetation-bearing seed according 
to its kind and trees yielding fruit 
according to its kind." 

According to the docaine 
dished up to the British Tornmies: 

There are two, and only two, 
main oceruls. Ilr  the ~ o r t h  
Atlantic-Arctic, which is better 
enlied the Midland Ocean. The 
other ocean is maitzly otr the other 
half of the globe, though it ocncpies 
more than half of the earth's sur- 
face. It is what poets have called 
the Outer Ocean, and for man it is 
the empty half of the world. This 
central position of Britain atnorrg 
the IatrdF of the world is oize great 

the Tudor dynasty for uniting 
England, Wales and Scotland, as 
well as disengaging from the 
"mainland" - an area that includes 
Europe, Asia and Africa! 

Second Tm Third Rome or 
~ e w  fetusalem 

The psychogeography pf London 
has been linked to Troy since the 
twelfth century, when Geoffrey of 

origin for Rome, but this time 
thanks to Aeniieas this Trojan 
identity was mobilised following 
Henry VIII's break with Rome. 
Such people as the Dutch juris- 
prude, Grotius, advocated the 
reconciliation of Protestant Geneva 
with Catholic Rome, through a 
reorganisation of the Church and 
recentering it at London. 

With the relocation of tl~e Roman 
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En~peror at Constaritinople (or Such a coslnogony requires a The active Imagircatio~l perceives 
Byzantiuni), this city becane known terrestrial centre as opposed to the andshows itseIfrul &rth which is 
as the Second Rome. Following its fiery centre of Uie Heliocentric ofher than that Emth which is seen 

world view. Such a in ordinary se~fsory erperience. That 

The stage is set 
for Charles' 
death and the 

centre is called an Onl- 
phalos, or world navel 
(see London Psychogeo- 
graphical Association 
Newsletter, #4 and #6). 
For the Greeks it was 
Delphi, for the Clvistians 
it  was Jerusalem. In this 

other Earth is the ~&<h irradiated 
and transjigured by Xvamh ... The 
Bnage of the Earth is revealed here 
in the foml of an Angel, because it 
is bt~agi~red in the Image of the soul; 
their homology is revealed in the 
very ki~lshp of their Angealr ... the 
I m ~ o  Terrae, while it is the organ 

way, the assertion of of p&eption it@ aalro s i g n ~ &  
lhose aspects a11dJfsures of the 

Rome opened the door to earth that are perceived, no longer 
simply by the solres nor ar sensory 
mnpirical data, but by the 

model of Rome served 

Kngm Pri rice the patrician In~periaI 
dream, the Jerusalem 
model became a popular 

of the English Revolution 

be 18 on the down to the nationalist- 
mrmlist rally against - .  . - 

I -I mine closures. which in 

Summer ~ I - c e  mcnt years e&cd up 
with a rinwl cllant of 
Blake's Jerusalem at in the year 2000. Iryde par. very site 
of this imperial ritual. 

fall in 1453, it then becane possible 
to talk of a Third Rome. After the 
break with the papacy, Uie Church 
of England was still Catholic, albeit 
refom~ed. With its Trojan prelen- 
sions it was only natural that it 
should present itself as this Third 
Rome. But the claim to be a Third 
Rome is a recentering of the world. 
The word 'Meditenanean' means 

In this way the claim of hiidon 
as Troy, Rome and Jerusalem flow 
one from the other. They interact 
rather than contradict one another. 
A dialogue between pamcian and 
plebeian politics is created around an 
Anglocentric world view, which 
carefully banishes from tlie world 
the fact tliat the Pacific rim has 
emerged as the focus of capitalist 
econo~iuc development. 

midland, and so Rome is transposed 
onto London. The Pacific Ocean G e o p  and the 
then becomes an envelope for Uie 

bion%lestlal %% 
land mass which now includes My Mother is Spendamat, 

Australia and the Americas. This is Archangel of the Eanh, And my 

a retum to a flat earth within a Father is Ohnnazd, the Lord of -- . 
cosniogony composed of tlie Four WlSMn 

Elaiients. AS Aristotle put it: T i e  This quote k a Madean pmfes- 
water is sp~ead as an envelope round sion of faith (from tile Pand 
the earth; in the same way above the i Brmht ) .  S~erldarmat can be 
water lies Uie sphere of air, while translated as G e o s o ~ h ~ .  As H e m  
outside of all comes fire." Corbin says: 

archetype-Image, the Image a priori 
of the soul itseg The Earth is then a 
vision, and geography a visionary 
geography.. . That is why the 
Mazdca~t phorotnenology of the 
Earth is properly speaking, an 
arlgeIology. 

The phenomenological presuppo- 
sitiot~r implicit in research of this 
kirui is the essenrioljiu~ctions of the 
sortl, the psyche, irrclude the projec- 
tion of a nature, a physis; con- 
versely, each physical structure 
&closcs the mode of psycho- 
spiritual activity that b~ings it into 
operation. This is why eoch of the 
l~eirophatlies of our visionary geog- 
raphy ofers a11 example of psycho- 
geography unlike any o.%r. " 

(Pand Namak i Zamohi, 29-30) 
In raising the question of Xvamah 

we do not wish to willfUUy plunge 
the patient reader into absuuse 
Persian philosophy. This is neces- 
sary in order not merely to unravel 
the particular mystery being per- 
formed at Hyde Park on May 7th. 
1995, but also to understand the 
very notion of majesty: 

Bra2ed sir, I even suspea you 
nrighl not w~derstcuui what majesty 
is. It is not royalty. Your queen war 
a royal highness, but only after her 
coronation did she truly acquire 
majesty. At Westminster you dray 
down upon her a Holy Ghost which 
is actually a translation of Khurueh, 
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our Celestialjire. You dressed her as a Parsee child at 
Nayjot and you minted her on her heart with sacred 
oil from an eagle-shaped mnpulla. Eagle-shaped! Please 
rase your eyes once more to yonder pillar. She then 
donned the Sudreh, the sindon worn by our chiIdren at 
thir  consecration. Final& she received her crown, the 
Sun edged with rays. Thus war the Goldrm Eagle of 
Majesty brought down upon her. 

This speech is attributed to Dr. Hakim by Elemaire 
Zolla ("Charity of Light: A Zoroasman re-reading of 
the Gmil Romances," The Hermetic J o m l  No. 23). 
Khwareh is the Persian for Xvamah. In this text Zolla 
discusses how the Zoroastrian rite was absorbed by the 
Byzantine Emperors in their rituals. The Emperor 
became an icon of King Jesus, his vicarious sacrifice 
pmviding them with the suffering element of kingship, 
thus enabling them to escape ritual sacrifice. The Magi 
who visited Jesus with Frankincense, Gold and Myrrh 
did so in order to carry out a coronation ritual initiating 
Jesus into the Xvamah. Such a process also took place 
with Buddha. 

The secret of the alchemists is the Labour Theory of 
Value. According to this, the source of all wealth lies in 
the base metal of the proletariat, our labour power. 
Smce the days of ancient Greece, the evolving elites of 
what is laughingly called Western civilisation despised 
labour and the labourers. Yet this was the key to 
wealth. It was the North African Sufi, Ibn Khaldun, 
who i%st made this secret. But it was years before 
Ricardo made it central to U ~ s  theory of capitalism. 
Marx then coupled it with Hegelian dialectic to examine 
the Theatre of Work, and so provided a basis to develop 
a theoretical understanding for the emergent communist 
movement. 

Thus to understand the capitalist use of sacrifice, we 
must see it in terns of productivity, we must see it in 
terms of sacrificing the needs of society to those of 
capital. Nowhere can this be more easily seen than in 
the first World War. This war was developed primarily 
to slaughter vast numbers of workers in order to facili- 
tate the transition fiom the formal to the real domination 

The Iranian talismans of kingship were 
transferred to the m m n e  store of 
Imperial magic. Afer Heraclius overcame 
Taqd-i Taqdis, the new Persepoh, all its 
pageantry war absorbed. The grail stories 
relayed an amalgamated Byatltine-Iranian 
doctrine of kingship. The blend had the 
scriptural suppo~t of the Magi. 

Zolla discusses how the Pontiff in 
Rome introduced a sham ritual which was 
ineffective as a fertility rite, and how this 
was parodied in the figure of the Fisher 
ldng in the Grail romances. As we pointed 
out in The Great Conjunctio~t: 

The m'wnph of Chrktim'ty was tlrat the 
celebration of the Eucharist took the place 
of king sacnpce. In the Eucharist a male 
priesthoodpe@omed a magical a n  which 
converted bread mid wine into the blood 
a n d m h  of Christ which could then be 
consumed in the cam'Ixllistic orgy of 
commw~ion. Christ can@ to be the slaugh- 
tered king for all time. 

The Secret Identity of Tommy Atkins 
In the modem age of capitalism, fertil- 

ity has been transmuted into productivity, 
the fecundity of capital to produce a yield. 
Under capitalism, society is governed by 
Alchemical Absolutism, whereby the 
Alchemical secret becomes a key factor in 
understanding how society works. 

This poignant extract from Charles' "Thought for the Day" 
broadcast of August 5, 1995 reflects both his acceptance of his 
sacrificial role and his belief in Alchemical Absolutism, which is 
based on the manipulation and reconciliation of opposites l i , t  
hindsight, it also seem to predict Diana's rleath-ed.]: 

"Those whose destiny it was to be bom at a time when their lives 
were fated to be cut short so brutally and so tragically, were 
broughtface to facewith the prosped of death and perhaps, for an 
instant, with the meaning of life, in a manner unknown to the 
majority of my generation. Without a doubt, they would want us to 
remembwthem and what they died for, in the way that is done on 
the continent of Europe with, above all, the children being taught to 
honour the sacrifice they made and the pain they endured. Perhaps 
too they would want us to realise that true and lasting peace only 
comes through the inner peace which every one of us can reach 
through the eternal struggle to reconcile the opposites in our lives.". 
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of capital. Under the fornler, 
capitalist expansion is achieved 
quantitatively, Uuough expanding 
the work force and lengthening 
Ule work day. However, with the 
real donlination, capital develops 
in intensity, shortening the 
production cycle with new 
technology and ~iiore intense 
work practices whereby each 
worker valorises ever increasing 
anlounts of canital. This transi- 

we see the cynical irony of the 
ruling class when they in- 
vented tl~e multiple identity of 
"Tommy Atldns" as the 
archetypal soldier. n u s  name 
is sin~ply a11 Anglicised 
version of Tannnuz-Adonis, 
Uie sacrificial victim of the 
Babylonian Isbtar cult. But 
now that cycle is over, and 
the ruling class is organising a 
New World Order. 

Should Prince 
William become 

King, he would be 
William V. By 

M n g  the W as 
tion is the hallkrk of the twen- 
tie01 century. NO MOR ~ a c f i a  two \Ps, and the i's 

Thus the soldiers who went Jn describing how dtis 

off to war during both world functions, we are not suggest- and 1's as the 
wars were sacrificed to enable ing hat the Wnldsor Gang has 

uus new fertility OF capital; and any absolute belief in ~oroas- mman numeral for 
trianism or anv odler svstem. 

A hierogiyph reconciling Islam and 
Zoroastrianism. Such a fusion has 
repeatedly appeared in Persian culture, and 
such images will become more familiar once 
the current Iranian regime falls. Note the 
central image of the majestic eagle. When 
Prince Charles announced his interest in 
becoming the Defender of the Faiths, he was 
careful to explicitly refer to Zoroastrianism 
alongside other more common religions. 

Belief is pap fed to.the 
mases. And tllose who one, YOU can 
pose solne solt of pure 
Cl~ristianity or Islam 
against the Occult Estab- 

construct an 
lislunent are either frauds 
or simpletons. There are 

anagram fiwn his 
some Chistian funda- 
n~entalists who have 

name: "I am VI \/I 
pointed out that should 
Prince William become 

VI. (666)" 
King, he would be Wil- 
liam V. By treating the W as two V's, and the i's and l's as the roman 
numeral for one, U~ey have constructed an anagram from his name: "I am 
VI VI VI." The Windsor Gang may have arranged rhis simply as a joke. 
They can integrate the Apocryplnl prediction in with their scheme, even if 
they don't believe in it. By using such a name they can strike terror into 
Christians, at the same time fostering an opposition to Ulenwlves Unt is 
hopelessly rooted in Christian fundamentalism. 

Yet the key element in this seems to be that they have made a decision to 
foster a New World Order with a Royal Sacrifice, with Prince Charles as 
the victim. And here the so-called "Kiss of Peace" is i m p o m .  In another 
case of ritual sacrifice, that of Thomas a Beckett, Henry U deliberately 
avoided giving Thomas the Kiss of Peace as he would then have accepted 
back from Thomas the role of sacrificial victim. Thomas had got cold feet, 
not necessarily because he didn't want to die. He requested the ldss and 
was refused, and when a church service would have involved Henry kissing 

his hand, Henry made sure that the service was taken by another less Nbu- 
lent priest. 

So now the stage is set. Vast amounts of emotional energy were focused 
by the VE day rituals. The two niinutes' silence, during which many people 
concentrated on loved ones who had died during the war allowed a process 
of psychic vdmpirism, whereby this energy was drawn into the Windsor 
Gang's project. The stage is set for Charles' death and.the eventual corona- 
tion of a new Sun King. Prince WiUiam will be 18 on the summer solstice 
in the year 2000.. 
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In 1994 Earl Spencer complained to 

the House of Lords about satanists 

using his estate at Althorp for devil 

The 
worshiping rituals. Fences were bro- 

ken down and dead animals were 

found. In 1997 he stated that the Alt- 

horp estate was the most suitable place 

to bury Princess Diana.. . 

fie following manuscript was sent anonymously to 
PARANOIAfforn the U.K. soon after the death of 

Princess Diana. 

T 
here are long standing tion of JFK speculates that the 
rumors that Elizabeth assassination was performed ;w a 
Alexandra Mary, ritual, and Unt part of the purpose 
Queen E l ibe th  II, is of his death was to condition tlie 
the head of a multi- American mind for tl~e Vietnani 
generational family of War (9). 
satanists - the so- International ~ietworks are ill- 

called "Black Nobility" of Europe. valved in child abuse, kidnap atla 
Rumors also suggest that a wide- niurder, and yet they seem to enjoy 
spread satanist conspiracy controls privileged protection fro111 tbe law. 
all of the centers of power and In Britain women are tortured and 
influence in the world (1 to 7). One murdered in a house UI Gloucester, 
of Uie most striking p0fmilS of the ill Belgium cluldren are kidnapped 
Queen painted by Pietro Annigo~ and held in tunnels by a convicted 
shows her majesty dressed in a pedophile who was released by 
black robe decorated with occult nngistrates. Similar events are 
symbols. The few other Annigoni happening in many countries but tlie 
paintings ant  are show1 in public all media promote the nigh that people 
feature tliemes from niysticism and in authority have ,lot assisted these 
the occult. activities. 

Furthermore, detailed allegations A key to understanding how liigli 
have been made that the Royal level salanists appear to keep a 
family and the Spencer family were straight face in public, is multiple 
behind the "Ripper" murders, a personality disorder brought about 
series of 5 ritual murders conlmitted by h g s ,  hypnosis, and electro- 
in the Whitechapel district of Lon- convulsive t o m e ,  all from an early 
don in 1888 (8). .lanes Shelby age. These people take on a different 
Downard's analysis of the assassins- personality when they take part in 

any ritual. When they wake up, they 
just have meii~ories of a strange 
dream, some stringy bits between 
the teeth, and in these modem days 
there miglit be a videotape. Once 
they're in, tlie only way to leave die 
cult is death (10, 11, 12). 

Pro~iominent insiders include Tony 
Blair (die Bride of May), Rupert 
Murdocli, Bill Clin(on (Slick Wil- 
lie), Colin Powell (the voodoo 
prince), Lord McAlpine @roiilinent 
freemason), John Aspinall (wlio 
makes snuff videos by feeding m 
keepers to lions), many politicians, 
lawyers, journalists, and the secret 
police, b115 and MI6. 

Two tip3ffs to the ritual nature 
of the events of 31 Auyst 97 came 
very soon. First the date; last days 
of the nlontli are significant in 
satanism, e.g. walpurgis and 
halloween. At the same timr, in tl~c 
Black Rock desert Nevada, a weird 
festival laiown as "Burning Man" 
was taking place. At die heigllt of 
tlie celebrations, a 50 foot liigl~ neon 
lit wooden effigy is set on fire. 
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According to the organizers, nobody 
gets killed and there is ~iotlling to do 
with satanism. But the sillularity 
between Uiis and Uie ritual shown hi 
Uie film "Tlie Wicker Man" is bard 
to escape. 

YOU should assuliie Uiat "Bumi~ig 
Man" takes'its riNdl aid its calender 
date fro111 satanism. Most of Anieri- 
ca's public holidays are based on Uie 
ritual calender, presulilably to give 
the satanists a chance to recover. 
Tlie 1st Sept was Labor day. Some- 
one llad somedling to celebrate - 
Ole day after, the New York stock 
exchange saw its biggest one-day 
rise. Tlie other tip-off was quickly 
reported in die media and was a 
clear signal to all Uie insiders that 
everything had gone according to 
~ l a n :  The car 
bad bit die 13111 
colunm. 

If you Uiink 
tliat tlie assassi- 
nation of Diana 
was a tiff inside 
Ule royal Pdmily 
- or a racist plot 
to keep Uie 
Egyptians out of 
Britain -- you are 
wrong. These 
si~nplistic expla- 
nations neglect 
die evidencc 
leading up to Uie 
event, and ignore 
tlie fact Uiat tile 
conspiracy is 
widespread 
tlirougliout all 
countries. 

n ie  assasshia- 
tion w a  an act 
of ritual, and tlie 

ana's role was tliat of virgin bride to 
the family royal; To bear them two 
sons, hen to fall from grace and 
lose the royal title; Then to die in a 
ritual and horrific manner. The 
planning for this event began 36 
years ago with Diana's birth -- or 
with her conception. 

Price Charles's attitude to Diana 
shows that he understood her role 
perfectly. He has always been 
Faithful - to Cainilla -but he could 
only mmy Diana, the arranged 
bride. "From the s tm there were 
Uuee people in tliis nlarriage." 
(Diana's Panorama interview, BBC 
Nov 95). 

A d a h  foretold. As pan of the 
ritual, h e  victim of sacrifice must 
be nlade to (unwittingly) act out 

House. JF'K was then photographed. 
with occult surroundings, in the 
company of the actor playing Mac- 
bedl -- signinifying his coming de- 
mise. In the same way Diana's 
photo session with Lord Snowdon, 
which was ostensibly for the Chris- 
ties charity auction of her dresses, 
was performed in such a way that 
one who is knowledgeable in tlie 
occult would immediately see that 
the photographs were of her own 
fimeral. 

Lord Snowdon, the insider's 
snapper, seems to have lost his 
legendary hack for making his 
subject at ease. In no photograp11 
does Diana appear to be sniling, in 
fact she looks unusually nervous 
(cover of Hello, 6 Sept). Jn another 

photograph (Time 15 Sept) 

. . . . . . . . . . . .. 
ritual is so very 
effective because 
you are never looking out for it. 
'Tlie etenial pagan psychodranla is 
escalated under these so-called 
modern co~iditions precisely because 
sorcery is not what "20th centuly 
nml" can accept as real. (9). Di- 

she is dressed in black velvet 
with a painting of a graveyard 
behind her. 

But don't take my word for 
it. "She looksd formal, chilly, 
even grim." Lyndia Slater 
(Telegrapll 10 June); "uptight, 
miserable" Sussanah Frankel 
(Guardion 11 June); And 
Lord Lichfield, quoted by 
Belinda Wwards (Telegraph 
29 May): "Even my old pal 
Snowdon couldn't work it. I 
think that picture of his on the 
front of the Christies' catalog 
of her dresses is deadly." 

The photo printed in Hello 
magazine 6 Sept page 35 is 
extremely disturbing. Diana 
looks less wonied, but the 
lighting is harsh, high up,, 
from a single point, empha- 
sizing the skull-like name of 
the face. She is wearing a 
dress decorated with sequined 
pentagrams, exactly 13 are 
visible on Ule top part of the 

liisiher own death. In this way the Wss. Diana seems dressed as the 
cult interprets the death as a volun- bride of satan. From underneath her 
lary human sacrifice. D o m d  (9) skin, a lion in the babylonian style, 
writes Uiat just before his assassin.- part of tl~e chair, is poking his head. 
tion JFK attended a performance of A representation of the necrophiliac 
Uie play "Macbeth" at the White bestiality b t  awaits her corpse. 
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Gianni Versace was the favorite assuage any suspicions he nli@it of thing one expects to hear in a 
of the elite of Paris and New York have had. One might think that Dodi military dictatorship. 
but he never forgot his roots in Fayed, whose Father is immensely Thc Events. Just after midnight a 
Naples. He said that he got his best rich and whose mother, the late black Mercedes, 688LTV75, left the 
ideas from watching how the Samira Khashoggi, was the sister of  it^ Hotel and drove away at high 
women of the local brothel wore arms dealer Adnan, 
their clothes to attract customers. must be an insider. But 
Versace' was probably the only the British establish- 
friend of D m ' s  who would have ment and the media 

The ph& printed in 
seen the meaning of the Snowdon have shown nothing 
photographs, but did not realize but hostility towards 

Hello magazine 6 
their ulttmate p i c a o n .  n the Fayed family. m %@ is e-meb 
nately he must have communicated photographs of the 
his criticism of the photographs to Queen with Mr. 
the wrong people. Versace died on Mohammed ~1 Fayed disturbingm The 
15 July outside his mansion in are a textbook case for 
Miami. ~e had been shot twice in readers of negative lighting is harsh, 
the back of the head. A dead song- 
bird was found nearby, the ma& 
punishment for one who talks. It is 
clear that the police were involved 
in covering up the crime from the 
s tm (Spectator 26 July). 

The police had a pawn shop 
receipt with Andrew Cunanan's 
signature, which mld them that the 
alleged "Gay Serial Killer" was in 
Miami and so they pinned h e  
Versace murder on him. After the 
murder, they found (planted) the 
killers clothes next to a pickup truck 
stolen by Cunanan. Ever heard of a 
killer doing anything so dumb?). 
Cunanan was then tracked to a 
houseboat owned by a German who 
hadn't paid his mob dues. A paid 
informer produced the story about 
hearing a gunshot and a police 
SWAT team tear gassed, then shot 
Cunanan with a silenced weapon. 
Solve the Versace murder and you 
find Diana's killers. 

Another cloak and dagger tradi- 
tion is that the time, place, victim, 
and name of the operation are 
announced as answers to crossword 
puzzle in a leftie newspaper. 

Judos &at. Downard (9) argues 
that the role of Jacqueline Bouvier 
(the nanie means cow-herd), who 
was introduced to Kennedy by 
Aristotle Onassis, was to guide JFK 
towards his assassirnation and to 

body language. 
It can be difficult to emphasizing the 

understand the childish 
schoolboy mentality of 
the conspiracy. But 

skull-like nature of 
they may get a per- Diana's face. She is 
verse satisfaction ftom 
leading someone along wearing a dress 
and letting them 
pretend they are part of 
the club. whilst all the - -~ 

time plotting to wreck 
the man's business and sequined perb- 
then spit on the grave 
of his kst born son. grams; exactly 13 

Who bankolkd the 
paparazzi hysteria? A are visible on the top 
number of journalists 
have questioned file part of the diesm 
astronomical sums that 
were offered for the Diana and Dodi 
pictures. Papers circulate in nd-  
lions, but their profit margin is only 
in pennies. The papers could not 
expect to keep thc new readers they 
gained. The "snuff pictures" possi- 
bility was first raised by (insider) 
Alan Clark in the Spectator 9 
August. The conspiracy owns the 
papers and tl~e papers created the 
paparazzi hysteria that was to be the 
first conspiracy explanation of 
events, and wluch were vital for the 
subsequent cover-up. "There has 
been a terrible accident. Arrest all 
h e  photographers." This is the ldnd 

speed. Photographer Romauld Rat. 
gave up the chase. Witnesses report 
seeing a nlerc (i.e. Mercedes) 
travelling at around 100 mph. Some 
maps in the papers show the car 
taking a left tum to cross the Pont 
d'Alma, this is not correct. The car 
was heading for the palace foniierly 
owned by tl~e Duke and Duchess of 
Windsor in the Bois de Bulogne. 
Just before the Place &Alma, the 
car took a left fork to enter the 
tunnel. A taxi driver reported being 
overtaken by a car going incredibly 
a s t  at the entrance to fl~e hlnntl, 
and then there was a crash. 
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The Ti,trcs 1 Sept printed a report degrees anticlockwise, hit the wall double murder and a suicide. 
fro111 a witness, American lawyer on the right lmd side of the tunnel Some combination of the follow- 
Stanley Culbreadi. He anived on the and came to a halt. There is every ing scenarios may explain the crash. 
scene from die oll~er direction. He indication that tile car was under Driver Suin'rlc - Driver self 
heard tlie sound of Uie car horn control up to the moment of inipdct. sacr$ce, ~f the driver had intended 

The American, Culbreafll, noted suicide. why did he drive Dast 12 . . 
an exhaust, a bumper, and a acceptable columns to lut h e  13th? 

Bmin's fTN news headlight, the only parts of the  he driver may have been a cult 
car to become detached. Photos member but there is nodling at all to 

stated Diana's car show water On tlle road from the suggest this. At 121 mpli the col- 
car's radiator. It is extremely umns are passing at one every .15 
unlikely that anyone would dare seconds, so the driver would have 

had pre*usb to sit on back of a D ~ ~ O ~ C Y -  needed a ma* on the 13th. or an 
cle and hY and take Pllotograplfi nrcomnlice to mint a laser at his ---.-- ~ c . ~ - .  . A 

at 121 mih, hence the conspit- urge[, been Sblen, and acy is trying to reduce figure, @,,l,io-Dri~>~r. .ve.igatiom into 
but if the car were going s1ower mysterious deaths o f~arconi  fhaf extensive .!ore W O P I ~  would 1-e sC scientists have hinted at tlie possibil- 
v1ved. ity of hypnotically p r o g r a n h g  

h4repairs" had w at the plioto of, someone to drive a car in such a 
crashed car. If tlle had liit the n-er as would Drove fatal (13, 

been required for first column Like that, one could 14). Men ,nay be~rogrmlned as 
understand dle accident. But to part of their military semice. Any 
go Past 12 Perfectly g o d  col- hypnotic program is left dommt 

the computers -- - U- lut ~x ~ ~ r t e e n t ~ l  until activated by a c a b  word. Even 
a t  that anale does not make then. VOII still need lo ex~lain tile - -. ,, - -  

that conimlled the Sell%. -- at least not for all acci- precision with wllicli the'car hit 
dent. If you throw a 2 ton lllerc number 13. 

brakes and 
steering. 

which stopped after one minute. A 
police car had hltxked the entrase 
to the tunnel on die ofher side, and 
lie says diat a police~iml (presuma- 
bly Uie French special forces in 
uniform) made no attempt to go to 
tlie aid of ale victims, but insisted 
that he leave tlie scene. This witness 
repn does not mention pllotogta- 
pliers, motorcycles or flashguns. 
Fifteen ~iiinutes after he arrived, he 
says die first rescue vehicles arrived. 
Presumably they lldd been stuck in 
the midnight traffic? After a delay of 
at least one aid  one lralf hours, 
Diana was taken to die Pitie 
Salpetriere hospital where she died. 

There were no skid nlarks in tlle 
tunnel. The lirst iliipdct was wilh the 
column, the car then tunled 180 

down a howling alley straigllt 
mine1 at 121 niph the cllances 
are that it will come out at the 
other end. It midit hit the wall 
or it midit lut several of the 
colunms, but it  won't lut just one 

colu~iin in the middle. If the h v e r  
had lost concentration and drifted 
over to the left, Ule car would have 
grazed against a nunibet of columns, 
and most of the left hand side of the 
car would have been tom to shteds. 
But the car would have come to a 
halt gradually. The only way the car 
could hit the 13th column is if 
someone or something had made it 
clmge direction in the middle of the 
tunnel. If the merc had swerved to 
avoid a anothet cat, then the merc 
bouncing off the column would have 
crashed into the car. 

The car was in the right hand 
lane, and the driver must have 
tumed the wheel hard to the left, by 
approximately half a tum. That's not 
an accident - at the best you have a 

Robo-Car. The windows close, 
the central locking clicks, the engine 
slill'ts and Ule cat takes off at 100 
n~pli. Everything in the modem car 
is controlled by computer, and the 
power steering is too powerful for 
the driver to resist. Presumably an 
assassin is required to steer the cat 
by radio control. This theory has 
some credibility because ITN news 
10 pm 3 Sept stated that the car 
involved in the crash had previously 
been stolen. And (the cost was 
stated) extensive repairs and re- 
placement was required for the 
computers that conmlled the brakes 
and steering. I find it more than 
remarkable that a merc is stolen 
from the Ritz, then recovered, and 
the only expensive parts Ulat require 
replacement are computers. I would 
suggest that the car's time in die 
repair shop was used to prepare the 
car for the assassination. 

Swop car, Swap bodies. There is 
confusing evidence that, wrongly, 
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appears to support the swap car theory. A number of 
photos have been published which sliow Diana getting 
into a merc with a 600SEL (Mercedes model) badge. 
This is not the car in the crash, which has no badge, the 
688LTV75 number plate, and is stated as a S280. 
According to the sequence of events given by Newsweek 
15 Sept, the pictures of the 600SEL. Dodi's car, were 
taken at 9:40 pni when the couple left for a local bistro 
but returned soon afterwards. The Ritz security camera 
shows no photographers taking photos after midnight 
when the couple left in 688LTV75, while decoys left 
from the front of the hotel in tlie 600SEL and a Range 
Rover.theory. A number of photos have been published 
which show Diana getting into a merc with a 600SEL 
metcedes model] badge. This is not die car in the 
crash, which has no badge, the 688LTV75 number 
plate, and is stated as a S280. According to the sequence 
of events given by Newsweek 15 Sept, the pictures of the 
~IXISEL, Dodi's car, were taken at 9:40 pm when the 
couple left for a local bistro but returned soon after- 
wards. m e  Ritz security camera shows no photogra- 
phers taking photos after midnight when the couple left 
in 688LTV75, while decoys left from the front of the 
hotel in the 600SEL and a Range Rover. 

The Lomtiotz. The location of the crash in Paris was 
not sinlply a hlImel, it was at a point where the south- 
bound road to the bridge crosses over the westbound 
road in the m e l .  It is the only point on the route to the 
Bois de Bulogne with this coii~bination of alignments. It 
is 1 mile due west of tlie obelisk at Place de la Con- 
corde, signifying tl~e resurrection I erection of Osiris. 
D m  was "going west" in a crossroads ritual dedicated 
to the three faced goddess Hecate, vuginlmotherlwitch 
(Macbeth). Hecate is hown as Diana on earth, Luna in 
heaven, Hecate in hell. 

On 14 Sept the crossroads ritual reemerged when 33 
people died in an extremely unusual mid-air collision 
between two military transport aircraft over the sea near 
Angola. One was heading south, the other east. 

The Fut~eral. Far from being the event of the ce~ilury, 
this was the farce of the century. It serves to confirm 
rumors Unt the Church is largely staffed by satanists. 
(I'm told Unt once you get used to the Christian rituals 
you see tl~e satanist rituals as a bit of a challenge; i t  just 
takes longer to clean the vesanents.) Tony Blair read I 
Corinthians 13, in case anyone had forgotten the sig- 
nificance of numerology. The point of giving someone a 
Christian timetal is Unt you give tlle~n a Christian 
burial. That does not mean a burial 011 an island, behind 
walls and fences. I can tlii of no coniparable private 
burial of so public a person. The diversion of the corpse 
by Earl Spencer was certainly planned in advance, and 
aided by the manufactured paparazzi hysteria. 

The feelings of the families are illustrated by tl~e lone 
journey of the hearse on the M1 motonvay while the 
families travelled by train. A historical parallel is that of 
Argentina's Eva Peron. Poisoned to death from cancer 
at 33, she did not h d  peace in death. Diana is dead, lier 
soul has gone to heaven, but her body has been buried 
in hell. In this burial the crossing of water represents the 
Styx, the fact that tl~e body has not reached the other 
side signifies Limbo. The peasant superstitions against 
"private burials" are well founded. The Times 8 Sept 
describes the digging and the alignment eastwest (or is 
that westeast?) of the grave: "to await the resurrec- 
tion." Perceptive readers will re~nember that the body 
snatchers Burke and Hare styled themselves "Resurrec- 
tionists." 

Downard (9) and the Egyptian Book of the Dead state 
that the corpse nlust be mutilated according to ritual. 
Removal of the brain seems to be the first step. Not 
only must the body be tnutilatid, but rumors of the 
mutilation must be leaked into tlie public domain. 

Diana dead, has more chance of winning a personal- 
ity of the year contest than any of the rest alive. The 
royal family lurches from one public relations disaster to 
another. Many people have already questioned the 
official explanation of the "accident." I cannot see the 
present order conbuing. Possibly the conspiracy is 
about to relaunch itself as a phoney republican revolu- 
tion, by Uiemselves against tlien~selves. The "Making 
Manifest of All That is Hidden." 

16 September 1997 A.D. 
DAC* 
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By Scott Corrales 

USOs - Unidentified Submarine Objects - occupied a position of respect in the 

dynamic first two decades of ufology. Accounts collected from sources around the world 
dramatically illustrated how the elusive objects that crossed our skies would plunge into the 

world's oceans, perhaps headed for secret underwater bases or, more fancifully, submarine 
kingdoms which they called home. 

s peculation concerning 
USOs was rife. Did the 
mysteries of the Ber- 
muda Triangle and other 

- anomalous magnetic -- - - - - areas correspond with -- - - the presence of 
non-human bases or "access 
corridors" to our planet? Tile 
best evidence was provided not by 
avid investigators of the phenome- 
non but by the navies of the world. 
The Norwegian navy was driven to 
distraction by mystery "submatines" 
which travelled Ear faster and deeper 
than the noisy Soviet subs that 

routinely plowed the frigid waters 
off Scandinavia; Argendna's fleet 
fought a futile campaign against 
USOs off the coast of Patagonia, 
particularly in the Gulfs of San 
Matlas and San Jorge, during the 
1960s and '70s. 

Tile subject of USOs in general 
may have lost its glamour in later 
decades, when interest in the 
alleged UFO crash at Roswell and 
abduction studies blowtorched all 
other areas of study out of exis- 
tence. Tlus does not mean that 
mysterious objects have ceased 
making use of Eanll's oceans for 
their unimaginable purposes. Quite 
ihe contra t y . . .  

A Caribbean Grand Cenbal 
Stabon? 

n ~ e  crew of the Dorthemaersk, a 
Swedish cargo ship plowing the 
aade routes between Europe and 
Venezuela, witnessed a glowing, 
cone-shaped vehicle plunge into the 
watets of the Caribbean Sea in 
1959. In 1%7, a number of wit- 
nesses in the same area teported that 
the sea began boiling furiously, and 
that this uncanny event was followed 
by the ascent in formation of a trio 
of UFOs speeding skyward. 

The late Ivan T. Sanderson 
included a particularly memorable 
event in his landmark book Invisible 
Residentr: in 1963, a U.S. Navy 
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training exercise aimed at practicing submatine detection 
techniques was conducted off Puerto Rico. Accord'mg to 
Sanderson, the war ganies included several major 
surface ships, aircraft carriers, submarines and even 
anti-submarine warhe  airplanes. At some point, a 
sonar officer on one of the surface ships reported that 
one of the submarines had broken off from the exercise 
to pursue' an unidentified contact which was movkg at 
the unheard-of speed of 150 knots (277 knh). What was 
at 6rst taken to be a "curve ball" thlrown into the exer- 
cise proved to be an astonishing reality when every ship 
in the task force beean tracldne the incredible obiect. 

Surface ship were inexplicably "knocked out." Red- 
faced, the Norwegins admitted tllat the US0 had given 
them the slip. 

Song of the Canaries 
USOs are by no means circumscribed to a given 

area. Spain's Canary Islands, an archipelago off the 
coast of Africa, have a long history of US0 activity. 
The most spectacular US0 event, one which was even 
captured on film, took place on March 5, 1979. It 
involved a "magnificent USO," in tl~e words of Spanish 

The fleet engaged < a four da; long game of caiand 
mouse with the intruder, which plunged to a depth of 
28,000 feet, far beyond the reach of the warships above. AR_OENTINA'S % -a 3=es==s,.=A -A--=--+pe -e+= <-z .------- 7- 

At the time, the top speed for a submarine was 45 knots 
with a maximun~ diving range of some 6000 feet. 
Although details remain sketchy, this 1963 incident M A v  FOUGHr ~iy---G-*--e -3 

remains one of the most compeUmg accounts of US0 --*-a E-S- === ----+=-a 
activity in the Antilles. 

In 1973, residents of the Caribbean port of La 
Guaira in Venezuela reported USOs emerging from 
the ocean, executing daring maneuvers over the city 
and its outskirts. Many of them, interviewed by the 
Venezuelan media, claimed to have seen numemus @M!IPAlGN t.--=gg=~Kyaqg:=~-~-~~.~ 
objects ranging from "orange lights" to "large blue -- - 
capsules" emerging from the sea at night, flying along 
the shore withim sight of the urban sprawl of Caracas. A G A l m  USOS =--== ----==. -- -=. - L-e= 

A Private Little Waf! -~-~-----.& =--eL.-e- 

Many authors, foremost among them John Keel, 
have written at length about the maritime phenomena OFF = THE COAST -.?* ..--- 
that have represented a very real concern for the navies ----- - - - -e*-*-z-e&m.-L 
of the Scandinavian couneies. The continuous presence 
of USOs under the North and Baltic Seas has led many 
to believe that underwater bases must exist in this part OF - --- PATAGONlA =- -.=-= .- =. %--=&--= H ----..=-- ------- .$---= 
of the world. In 1959, a huge cigar-shaped object with 
portholes and emitting a reddish light reportedly 
emerged from the waters of NamsenQorden in Nor- !!!! - -- THE =.- --. --- 1960s ;----. ---.' a-- 
way, causing concern anlong the population. -- -Pa a=-<. -4- ~- = .= - 7- %-s,-=~.&-- 

The nahxal'sensitivity of tllis maritime region 
during the Cold War caused the fleets of the nations 
involved to aead cautiously, since submarines From 
the former USSR were known to traverse the area. But 
many of the objects reported did not conform to even 
the most advanced Soviet subs. In the early 1970's, the 
Norwegian Navy detected a mysterious object at the 
bottom of a Qord and proceeded to force it to surface. In 
a nlaneuver that lasted three days, involving dozens of 
Norwegian and NATO surface ships, depth charges 
were dropped into the icy waters, in hopes of bringing 
the mysterious object to heel. The astonishing result of 
this action was that all the electronic systems aboard the 

researcher J.J. Benitez, which broke the surface of the 
Atlantic Ocean within view of hundreds of witnesses 
from various islands that compose the archipelago. The 
object, variously described as a "fireball," a "flattened 
disk" or a "flattened pot," took to the skies leaving a 
fantastic wake of white light. Such was the nlajesty of 
the phenomenon that birds on the island of Tenerife 
stopped singing, women fainted, and thousands com- 
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niented that "a blast of lieat" liad wartiled tile some- port, and the passenger liner vanished into limbo. 
what clully Canaria1 evening. Antonio Gonzales Llopis, A nm~sive search by Cuban and U.S. vessels scoured 
a resident of Gwld Ctuury, had Ule incredible fame the waters of the Old Bahama Channel for several days, 
of photographing the object as it rose. This witness until the comnnunder of an American warship reported 
claims to have seen the craft retract "what appeared 10 that he llad found the vessel ten days later, intact and 
be landing gear" as it flew into space. Tlie US0 sidlt- with its entire complenient of lifeboats, under the waters 
ing was furdier co~~fimied by the crews of the tanker of Rebecca Shoals, not far fromKey West, Florida. Not 
Monteleon and d ~ e  ferry Benclujigua, as well as ten a sbigle corpse was found. The six hundred passengers 
passenger jets from the Aviaco, Aeroanxica 2nd Span- who remained aboard had appare~~tly disappeared 
tax airlines. without a trace in tlie middle of the sea. 

No article on unidentified subnurine objects would In October 1970, Miguel Baouls, a cotnmder in the 
be con~plete widlout mentioning Uie lbk between USOs Spanish Xi Force, was driving to lus summer home on 
and human disappearances on tlie high-seas. Millions of tlie island of Mallorca (largest of the Balearic Islands) 
words have been written on Uus particular by authors when a fiery UFO flew within inches of his car's roof, 
sucli as Richard Winer. Vincent Caddis, Charles Bet- picking the vehicle up and turning it around to face in 
litz, Antonio Ribera aid others. The cases themselves tile opposite direction in wluch it was headcd before 
are compelling: Ole haunting ~nytli surrounding the vanishing into the night. Baouls, who was accompanied 
Marie Celeste, the frantic distress calls fro111 the otnang by his wife at Ole time, chose not to continue to his 
Mcdan and die strange "channeled" writiilgs left behiid intended destination. For many years afterward, he was 
by yachtsnitu~ Donald Crowhurst before his himarm left with the sinking feeling tint the UFO would some- 
was found adrift. These cases luve been elevated to how come back for him. In October 1995, when the 

tiiytbical stam and now sit in the Balcaric Islands were in the throes of a sensational UFO 
flap, Baouls decided to go fishing, and was never seen 
again. Scuba divers ~venhlally found the man's shattered 

fishing boat as well as his fishing tackle under- 
water. One of Uie nscuers observed: 
"Something strange has happened here, 

and nome is able to explain it." USOs 
have repeatedly been seen in this pan of the 
world, most notably in 1978, when a colos- 
sal metallic platform was aIlegedly seen 

etnerging from the Mediterranean Sea facing 
the island of Mallorca. Numerous wimesses, 
including Francisco Ruimrd, a local journalist, 

saw USOs emerge from the water and fly 
around the massive structure. 

USOs in Puerto Rico 
US0 activity is not limited to the waters off 

Puerto Rico's Atlantic coast: the calm green waters 
Site of the 1996 Luguillo Beach sightings. of the Caribbean Sea also speak volumes, as we 

discovered when we paid a visit to Las Cucharas, a 

The ~iiost spectacular of the lesser-known disappear- seaside community near the city of Ponce. 

ances involves the steamer Valbanera, a Spanish pas- The island's southern coast is a photographer's dream 
senger ship that routinely plowed the route between the of quaint villages. beautifd sunsets and mighty 
Canary Islands and Cuba. In 1919, the five thousand mangroves Plunge m*ad roots into the calm 
ton liner set off from tile Canarian port of pama toward coastal waters. One landmark stands out among the rest 
Cuba, dewsiting 700 passengers in the western cuban precisely due to b e  impressive mangrove beside it, 
port of Santiago and continuing on to H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  on the from which emerges a large silver satellite dish. It is 
nigllt of September 9th, 1919, the passengers and crews Las Cucharas Restaurant and Hotel, whose owner, 
of ships moored in Havana Bay heard the hom-blasts of Amador Piam, has witnessed numerous UFO maneu- 
a Steamer entering die pon. Since no other ships were vers in the area. 
sclleduled to arrive hat evening, thc harbormaster After a courteous greeting, Mr:Piazza earnestly 
assullied it was Uie Valbanera. No ship ever entered the discussed an event which had taken place the previous 
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evening, and which had been wit- 
nessed by one of his employees. "It 
was Jose, the night watchman, who 
saw it." P i m  began. "He was out 
in the back of the restaurant, looking 
at the sea, when hebecame aware of 
a large ShUCNe, aU lit up, moving 
across the horizon. It was uncom- 
monly bright, and Jose thought it 
must be a cruise ship, until he 
realized that it was moving much 
too fast - like a speedboat -- across 
the horizon." The restaurateur 
paused, then added. "We never see 
large ships around here, since the 
waters are so shallow. Whatever he 
saw, it wasn't a cruise ship." 

Green lights emerging &om the 
ocean and hurtling skyward are 
another common event witnessed 
from the the restaurant's back patio. 
A narrow boardwalk, more closely 
resembling a ship's gunwale, leads 
straight out from the d i n g  area to 
the sea. According to the owner, 
people enjoy sitting in the narrow 
pulpit at the end to see all kinds of 
strange nocturnal events. 

Some of these bizarre maritime 
maneuvers, such as the one wit- 
nessed on November 11, 1991, 
occasionally attract media attention. 
On that evening, residents of El 
Tuque and Las Cuchalas notified 
authorities that a UFO "was enter- 
ing and leaving the sea" less tban 
half a mile from the shore. The 
unknown vehicle engaged in its 
maneuvers from 11 :30 p.m. until 
well past midnight. Earlier in 
December 1996, there were uncon- 
bed reports that a police helicop- 
ter flying wer the waters off the 
southern city of Ponce had recon- 
noitered a vast submarine "velucle" 
clearly visible from the air. The 
smcture was circular in shape and 
quite close to the surface. Its dimen- 
sions were staggering: the police 
estimated that the contraption was 
approximately a mile across, a size 
estimate that dovetails with other 
USOs reported in Caribbean waters, 

most memorably 
the ones witnessed 
by C a b  Rojo GONTmUoUS Pev-$E&.%--~-gg~=~~~ 
fishermen during 
the heavy UFO 
activity in south- REPORTS eZ,-sEi*-~~~~- OF USOS 
western Puerto Rico 
during the early 
c90s. UMBER -zL-~=z-~s THE s,=s-2- WRTH -= %F&ss -&& 

Conclusion 
Perhaps the AND yg- BBhTlC -a=%- -L-cez SEAS Fs&--q* 

designation "un- 
dentified submarine 
objects" to dish- H4VE +&-c&?gx--- LEP Te-E+i==x M&&RV -% -$+ 
guish this amazing 
and well- docu- 
mented phenome- TO &!a BELIEVE -*=--%-* - ,=%I=i -- THAT .i+=*:%-*s 
non from the aerial 
variety is a misno- 
mer. USOs are THERE -sk-+7sk:*s- ARE %%-- 
UFOs, plain and 
simple. Whether 
there are indeed UNDER ~AegF&~~==~=&~,& W BTER ~kT%* 
bases, supply 
depots or materiali- 
zation points under BASES IN -=&+- THE 
our planet's oceans, 
they are being used 
by the same vehi- 
cles which fly 
around our world daily and fill taken up residence hi our atmos- 
wimesses with a combination of phere, as well as depths ofour 
excitement a i d  dread. One cannot 
help but echo researcher Antonio 
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As Millennium Fever grips the 

planet, things are getting weirder. 

Consider that former Jesuit and Vatican 

insider Malachi Martin has seen the fu- 

ture of religion, and it's something like a 

John Lennon song. His latest book, a 

novel called Windslvept House, describes 

how hlgh Vatican officials try to ma- 

Malachi Ma& on neuver the Roman Catholic Church as a 

the New (Lucifehn) spearhead for the New world Order. But 
A 

Order are there facts b e h d  the fiction? 

I n Malachi Martin's novel Wind- 
swept House, the new ecumenical- 
ism is clothed in Globalist garb. It 
includes promoting issues like 
population control, enviromenta- 
ism and secular humanism. This 
agenda, the Vatican plotters hope, 
will eventually lead to the complete 
secularization of religion. 

According to Martin, the Catholic 
Church has gone to hell. Not only 
figuratively but in fact literally. The 
premise of lus novel, described in the 
prologue, is Ulat a ceremony performed 
in the Vatican in 1963 enthroned the 
fallen archangel Lucifer as head of the 
Roman Catholic Church. 

Do you believe that this enthronement 
o m l l y  tookplace? 

"Yes, it did," Martin says emphati- 
cally. "Beyond a shadow of a doubt in 
my mind. But now the place, time, hour 
etc. are all obfuscated to protect the 
guilty and save the innocent." 

Was it commorl krzowledge then in the 
Vatican ot the tim? 

by Uri Dowbenko " ~ o t  common knowledge," he ex- 

plains. "But I found out about it by being 
a member of the Vatican circles that 
learned these things. It's like everything 
else. I'm sure there are people floating 
around Washington, and they know an 
awfd lot about what's going on. Someone 
says, 'how do you know that'? Well, it's 
just ... we know it." 

The story of Wm3wept Houre contin- 
ues in present day Europe as an interna- 
tional group of conspirators spanning 
Church and State plots a one world 
government on behalf of Lucifer. 

Are reoakrs to infer that no matter 
what happens, the Pope and the Church 
hierarchy are bowul to serve Lucifer in a 
deliberote attempt to demolish the h r c h  
from within? 

"No," explains Dr. Martin. "What it 
means is that for the moment, Lucifer the 
biggest archangel, the leader of the revolt 
against God, has a big in with certain 
Vatican officials. Enthronement doesn't 
mean that he rules. It means that they did 
their best to put him there. The ideal 
would be to have their man as Pope. In 
that case then Satan would be enthroned." 

The book goes on to describe how two 
brothers, one a priest and the other an 
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investment banker, grapple with 
these awesome consequences as 
pawns in the game. Meanwhile the 
cabal of Globalist-oriented Vatican 
officials and European-based inter- 
national industrialists try to comer 
the Pope into voluntaiy resignation 
so that they can get their man in the 
Chair of Peter. 

This theme coincidentally is also 
the basis, albeit in non-fiction form, 
of Martin's book The Keys of This 
Blood: Pope John Paul N Versus 
Russia and the West for Control of 
the New World Order. 

The upshot? A One World 
Government is a fait accompli, he 
infers. What Dr. Martin c a b  the 
"millennium endgame" is a compe- 
tition for a new global hegemony by 
the kev Globalist ~lavers. It is also . . 
in fac;a fatalistic 
argument for a Global- 
ist status quo aided by 
people's acquiescence 
in the face of NAFTA, 
GATI and similar 
Globalist ploys for 
making an end mi 
around national sover- 
eignty. 

What's particularly 
striking is that the 
novel appears to be a 
seanlless segue from 
his previous work. 
The result? The reader 
is put in the position of 
concluding diat the 
New World Order is a 

in Semitic Languages, Archaeology 
and Oriental History. He subse- 
quently studied at Oxford and 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. 
From 1958 to 1964, he served in 
Rome, where he was a close associ- 
ate of the Jesuit cardinal Augustin 
Bea and Pope John XXIII, as well 
as a professor at the Vatican's 
Pontifical Biblical Institute. 

Malachi Martin is the author of 
many best-selling books including 
Vatican, Hostage to the Devil, The 
Jesuits, The Final Conclave, and 
The Keys of This Blood. Also he 
was a Roman Catholic priest of the 
Society of Jesus until 1964 when he 
left the Jesuits. Why? "It was a 
grave decision," he says. "I could 
see the way the Church was going, 
the way churchmen were going in 

r o m ' t a ,  that uniquely Roman 
methodology of connivance and 
power politicking. "I started off as 
an advisor on Judaism," he contin- 
ues. "I was trained in Semitic 
languages and I spent a year and a 
half studying the Talmud.. . Then 
my superiors in Rome also found 
that I understood Judaism very well. 
They wanted someone to explain it, 
since they were studying the whole 
question of Jewish-Christian rela- 
tions. So I was drafted into helping 
with that. They produced a docu- 
ment in which they sort of absolved 
h e  Jewish people of the death of 
Cluist." 

Based 012 your research? 
"No, not on my research," 

argues Marlin. "I was only a cog in 
the wheel. 1 didn't agree with the 

Former Papal adviser 
Malachi Martin 

done deal, tllat a One World' Gov- 
ernment is here and now and, as their decisions and all the anchors I final document either. It went too 
tlley say, it's all over but the crying. had for nlorality and zeal were being far. And Uien there were conclu- 

But you wouldn't expect Globalist Then when *Ie sions about the need for Catholics to 
agit-prop from a former Jesuit. Or Council started in 1962, I could see study Judaism and get to know them 

would you? And Who Is Malachi the way Uie flow of opinion was better." 
Mnrtin? going in the Vatican by a group of So this was the cnunctiicalilation 

The autlior of 15 books on 
religious and geo-political topics, 
Malachi Martin is highly regarded 
and respected as a world renowned 
scholar. Trained in theology at 
Louvain. he received his doctorates 

cardinals fro111 Belgium, Gernlany 
and France. They were nwieuveri~ig 
the Church uito totally new ecclesi- 
ology. I couldn't accept tllis." 

As an advisor to tluee Popes, Dr. 
Martin has had his fair share of 

o/the Church timt wzs going on? 
"That's it in one word," concurs 

Martin. "And I couldn't agree with 
die total effect of all that because I 
Uiouglit diey went too far." 

Dr. Martin was also involved 
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wiUi Vatican intelligence. Wlat did way," he repeals ul a hypnotic 
11e do? "Just assessing things in voice. "It's touching your very 
Israel, whatever antiChristianity b n t s  by its presence." 
there was anlongst the Israelis. So how does be explain the 
There was and still is. And wlat phmon~enonon of demonic possession? 
was the positial of the h b s .  I used "Free will. For the first time in tl~e 
to live in Jordan and Lebanon and work we have been 

doing for thirty-one 
years in this comer of Martin believes a , ,o~,  d.g thelast 
ten vears or so. we have 

ceremony 
~edormed G the 
1. 

Vatican in 1963 
enthroned the 

found young men and 
women thirty-somethings 
or twentysomethings - 
coming forward and 
saying, 'Listen I nlade a 
pact with the devil. I 
wanted this woman. I 
wanted this man. I 
wanted this job. I wanted 
this money. I wanled 

H ad .d 4 tllis, this, this, and I 
made a pact and he gave fallen archangel I~ . to me and now I can't 
get free of lum. He 
do~nu~ates my will. L ~ ~ i f e r  as heaa of please l~berate . I I I~ . '  And 

the Roman Ulen people get to it by 
means of things like a 
ouija board or by spiri- 
tual seances or channel. Catholic Church. ,.n 

Egypt. I lmew those places very 
weU and could assess the position of 
the Church and the various Christian 
communities." 

The many-talented Dr. Martin is 
also known as a practicing exorcist 
and has even written a book about 
the subject called Hostage to tlle 
Devil. He says he came up against 
evil as a force in the world in an 
undeniable way in his first exor- 
cism. "I was in Cauo and it was 
evil," he recalls. "You know you 
only have to enter its presence, or 
for it to enter your presence, to 
lmow that you are in the presence of 
something which is summarily 
evil." 

"It's invisible. You can't see it. 
But you h o w  it wants you dead. 
Dead. Dead. And in a horrible 

And how does Dr. 
Martin protect himself against being 
possessed himself when he performs 
an exorcism? "Ouly in ihe grace of 
God," he says. "Literally." 

Dr. Martin is also known as a 
serious scbolar of apocryphal writ- 
ing,  having authored a book called 
The Scribal Character of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls. (In an impressive mark 
of his erudition, he even h e w  abu t  
the alternative Abraham and Isaac 
story in the soalled Pseudepi- 
grapha, the Book of Jubilees. In this 
unsanctioned version of Genesis, 
Abraham is conunanded to kill his 
son, but not by God. Mastema, a 
fallen angel whose name signifies 
accusation and condemnation, tells 
the Hebrew patriarch to do the dirty 
deed. To his credit, of course, 
Abraham doesn't slaughter his 

firstborn. When asked about why 
the Genesis version omits this 
important detail of the fallen angel, 
however, even the learned scholar 
Malachi Martin a a ~ t t e d  [or 
feigned] ignorance.) 

The Globalist Imperative 
Like the prissy intellectuals of the 

1930's enamored by National 
Socialisn~ (or Fabian Socialismn), the 
current3n fin sieccle version of 
internationalists are likewise paving 
their own road to a Globalist hell 
wid1 good intentions. 

Using the Hegelian model of 
history, first there was Capitalism 
(thesis), then Co~nnlunism (antithe- 
sis), and now there's the New 
World Order (synthesis), risen from 
the ashes of the Cold War and the 
formerly "competing" ideologies. 

Internalional socialism (Global- 
ism) is, in fact, the trendy philoso- 
phy for the end of the nlille~mium. 
In his book Megafrei7ds 2000, 
Olyn~pian futurist Jol~n Naisbitt calls 
it "free market socialism," a hybrid 
economics that combines welfare 
state policies with multiitional 
corporate business on a global level. 

Globalism, however, as a secular 
religion, has a dogma all its own. Its 
primary belief system is based on 
the notion that the usefulness of the 
nation-state is over, national sover- 
eignty is a thing of the past and a 
One World Government is inevita- 
ble, but ... this effort, at least for 
now, must be couched in cryptic 
language for the unwashed masses. 
Otherwise they'd get too upset. 

Globalist spokesman Zbigniew 
Brzezinsld, former Columbia Uni- 
versity professor, President Carter's 
former National Security advisor, 
and founder of the Trilateral Com- 
mission spoke at the Gorbachev 
Foundation's State of the World 
Forum in 1995, "We cannot leap 
into world government in one quick 
step," he said. "(It) requires a 
process of gradually expanding the 
range of democratic ccooperation." 
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In plain language, that means that 
people must continually be indk- 
&hated. 

Eurocrat Jean-Marie Guehemo 
hints at this global hegemony or one 
world totalitarianism calling it an 
"empire without an emperor." 
Guehemo wrote The Etrd of the 
Nan'onState (1995) which was 
called Lafin de la democrarie ("The 
End of Democracy") in the original 
French version. Since nation states 
are obsolete, he claims, "wise men 
capable of thinking through the 
finite world that has become our 
common lot" must be entrusted to 
guide us into what he calls an 
"Imperial Age." 

Most strjking though is his 
chapter called "Religions without 
God," which evokes the image of 
the humanist shaking his fist at an 
empty sky. The ultimate reduction 
of this conundrum for the intema- 
tionalists is n, hint at a "global 
politburo" to run the world as 
posited by Paul Mazur in Unfinished 
Business (1979). 

According to Dr. Mardn's no- 
nEnclature, Guehemo is one of the 
Transnationalists - bureaucrats who 
believe that Globalism is based on 
"the development of new and ever 
wider interrelationships between the 
governments of the world." 

On the other hand, the Intema- 
tionalists are "individuals who 
operate from a power base of 
h c e ,  industry and teclmology." 
Together these groups are the 
Globalists, the social engineers 
conniving for the convergence of 
East and West in the socalled New 
World Order. 

Luciferian Gm-Politics 
For a Churchman, Dr. Martin 

shows a remarkable familiarity and 
understanding of Luciferianism, a 
belief system which holds human 
wisdom, secular humanism if you 
will, as its paragon, and the fallen 
archangel Lucifer as the Prince who 

will role the world. 
Readers of W W p t  Home are 

given the impression that the old 
traditional Catholic Church is good 
because the protagonists, Christian 
Gladstone and his mother are de- 
fending it, while we know that the 
Church has been dedicated to 
Lucifer, Faced with these two 
alternatives, the conclusion is that 
the Roman Catholic Church run by 
Lucifer is good - a classic (and 
incredibly sophisticated) double 
bind, which is constantly reinforced 
in the reader's mind throughout the 
646 pages of the novel. 

"Well, the Church itself 

Or B. The Lucifrim-controlled 
New World Order. 

"The New World Order is 
definitely won by Luciferian believ- 
ers," says Dr. Marfin. "There's no 
doubt about that." 

And then he starts to rationalize 
and sugarcoat their modus operandi. 
"But these are men who came to be 
and are in their actions at least, 
humanitarian and philanthropic. 
They want to wipe out hunger and 
disease. They want to limit the 
population of the world. They 
believe the world is headed for mass 
starvation. They also want to enter 

has not been given to Luci- w w  wa . +  a 
fer," argues Dr. Martin. 
"He was enthroned in the With trequent 
Vatican by Vatican officials. 
TIM doesn't mean he S -  asides on real sesses the Church vet. The 
Church anyway is an am- 
biguous term because it 
either means the actual 

events like the 
physical bloc of churches, 
convents, libraries, acade- fall of the Soviet 
mies, parish houses and 
cathedrals, the physical 
plant. Or it means the group Empire, Martin's - 
of faithful in the state of 
g~ whethex they are alive is a vehicle in Purgatory or in Heaven. 
That is the body of Christ." 

"There has alwavs teen for one messape: 
since the fourth ce&ry this 
organization set up by the 
Emperor Constantine. But 
that is not essential for the 

the New woad 
Church. The Church can 
exist without it. So that 
mystical body of Christ souls 

Order is here 
has not fallen into Lucifer's 
hands. The organization to 

and now. 
some degree has. That's the diffi- 
culty." into education. They would like to 

n e  tn~okputs your readers in a have an alliance with the Roman 

double bind. You're presented with Catholic Churcli and with another 

hw alternatives. Either A. The pope. This one, they h o w  would 

depravity of the Lucyenan- stand in their way in regards to 
population control because he is 

controNed Chtholic Church' deadset against abortion, contracep- 
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tives, genetic engineering." 
k ~ d  whaf about "Ti'le P~Vccss" 

that you refer to in your book? 
Dr. Martin replies that it's "the 

Luciferian Process of secularizing 
every religious mind SO that the 
common mind today would be one 
which regarded the earth as a 
planned paradise to be built up. 
There is no God above the skies, no 
heaven, and there is no hell beneath 
the earth. It's cornplete seculariza- 
tion." 

For some reason John Lemon's 
classic rock anthe~n "Inlaginen 
comes to mind. "Imagine tl~ere's no 
country," he sang. "It isn't hard to 
do. Nothing to !dl or die for, And - 
no religion too." 

Do the Lunjceriam 
have a timetable? 

"We are now accord- 
ing to the official doctrine 
of the Luciferians in wlldt 
they call 'the Availing 
T i ' .  They have a 
tradition that in these years 
they can avail of Ule titlle 
to install the Prince, who is 
Lucifer, as the greatest 
power on earth in charge of 
human civilization and 
adored by men." 

And to what end? 
"To exalt the power of 

Lucifer. That is the end in 
itself. It's the Luciferian 
purpose. If they don't do it in 
these years, then it is put off 
sine die, without resolution. 
They are very keen on getting 
~* - ~ ~ 3% 

scientifically and humanly. And that 
is "the Process." "The Process" is 
to make the human nund accept the 
process whereby all education, 
primary, secondary and hidler, 
college university and all public 
activity is completely rid of all 
religious presumptions." 

"There is a layer of satanism, of 
satanist ritual which prepares people 
for perfect Luciferian adoption. 
n ~ e y  have covens and sacrifices and 
rites. The Luciferians llave no rites 
you know." 

So dabblirlg with satat~ism ill 
these rilrcols leads lo a dJ+iere~~t form 
of "conimibne~tt" which i.s Lucr~eri- 
otlisnl? 

Windswept House - Message 
and Subtext 

In Martin's novel Wndrwept 
House, both Christians and Luciferi- 
ans clash over the carcass of the 
Roman Catholic Church. 

It's a controversial and provoca- 
tive story. It delves into the depths 
of aeachery, intrigue and Machiavel- 
lian politics at the highest levels of 
the Roman Church. "Spirihlal 
wickedness in high places" is one of 
the main themes of the book. As a 
fact-based novel with frequently 
lengthy asides on real historical 
geopolitical events like the fall of the 
Soviet Empire and the H e l s i i  
Accords, Windwept House is a 

uone. 
ktd what are the nert steps in 

this "Process"? 
"The purpose is to secularize 

education completely," continues 
Dr. Martin. "And to eliminate &om 
considerations of life and death -- 
medicine, sociality, iinance, birth, 
development etc., to free that of any 
religious presumption whatever. To 
&ee it from tile superstition of 
religion so that man is dealt with 

"It is a prepara- 
tion for Luciferianism and there are 
reversals sometimes," claims Dr. 
Martin. "You will find a crowd of 
Luciferians having a satanic ritual as 
a reminder of things. But they have 
all passed through in a sense and 
that involves three Ulings: the 
infliction of pain without flinching, 
the infliction of death without 
iliiching, and the use of fire." 

Gladstone, Christian's brother and 
an expert in international relations 
working at a Globalist law firm, is 
also unknowingly recruited to bring 
the Luciferian plan to fruition. 
When the brothers find out they are 
both being unwittingly used in the 
schemes of the Luciferians, they join 
forces. Christian then must reach 
their Pope to tell him that he is 
being manipulated to abdicate the 
Chair of Peter. 
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The Future d the Ci~uieh 
Militant 

In his novel Wndswept House 
Malachi Martin explains to his 
readers the reasons why the "Slavic 
Pope," as he calls Pope Jolm Paul 
JI, is so,ineffectual. 

What ic. the Pope's agenda? 
" I  think that from the very start 

John Paul I1 for whatever reasons, 
has sought after one thing and one 
thing only - the fomatiou of what 
now appears to be in his mind, a 
universal assemblage of Catholics at 
the core; grouped with them the 
Protestant denominations, sects and 
churches; grouped around them 
believing Jews, believing Muslims, 
believing Hindus, believing Bud- 
dhists. And that would be a univer- 
sal religious assembly that could 
have a powerful dynrunic idclc in 
civilization a11d UI solvillg rt~e prob- 
lems of men and women today. That 
is the only thimg you can really say 
this man has sought heart and soul 
and body with all his travellimg. 
When he went to chu~ches all over 
the world, member churches of the 
Catholic Church in all the countries, 
he was bolstering Ule reputation of 
the papacy and he was speaking 
Catholic dogma, Catholic belief, 
Catholic nlorals. But in reality he 
was reaching out to everybody. He 
wanted to make friends with every- 
body." 

And what crbout the $vide,rpread 
ho~nosmalily, pedo/)/rilia atrd 
satanic rituals in the Church,. com- 
lnon kno~uledge you say ic. known to 
all Vatic(~n insiders. Since, (1s you 
wrote, Christ is no longer honored 
in the taber~racle, what do you think 
will lr~lppell? 

"Once the tabernacle is emptied 
of Cli~ist's real presence, then Uie 
Church ceases to be holy and there- 
fore it's going to be entered by the 
opposite power, Lucifer. And this is 
taldng place now. Not widespread, 
but it is taking place. There's IIO 

doubt about that." 

So will the Chwchfall on its 
own? 

"It's disintegrating slowly. As an 
organization, it's being marginalized 
sociopolitically and culturally. And 
religiously, it's weakening and 
decaying, obsolescing.. ." 

"1f yo" look at any country today 
there are. lhree identiliable compo- 
nents of U~at State. One, the gov- 
ernment. Two, there is indushy. 
Third, there are wllat we call 
NGO's, the non-governmental 
organizations. That's everything 
from Molhers Against Drunk Driv- 
ers to the Catholic Church. And 
they're just sin~ply lumped together, 
voluntary associations with as much 
power as they can grasp but of no 
special importance. Now fifty or 
seventy years ago, when an ethical 
or moral question arose, people and 
govemnlents looked to the churches. 
Now they don't any longer." 

Something doesn't add up. You're 
a priest. You're supposed ro3ght 
evil. Yet this book, this Windrwpt 
House is clear evidence that you've 
thrown in the towel. 

"Well I don't see evidence or 
having UUOWI in the towel," pro- 
tests Dr. Martin, "Because there's a 
lot I'm being made to pay for, in the 
sense that the writer obviously likes 
aid reveres this Pope even though 
he disagrees with him. Tlie writer 
also believes in the blessed sacra- 
ment. He believes in the Pope's 
infallibility. He believes in salvation. 
He believes in hell. He believes in 
die evil of the devil." 

So why doesn't Wirrdrwept I foue 
end with Christ victoriorrs in the 
book? Have the Luciferianforces 
have won alreody? 

"No. No. No," says Dr. Martin. 
"This is an interim book. It ends in 
a big doubt - everybody waiting." 

Ls that whut they call a European 
mrding, as oj)/)osed to an American 
mrdirrg where all the loose ends are 
nearly tiell up? 

"The publisher said 'The story 
isn't finished yet"' says Dr. Martin. 
"I had a lovely glorious ending. I 
had a vision. I had a marvelous 
thing over the Alps. He cut it out." 

SO it was an editorin1 decision? 
"Yes," says Dr. Martin. 

And what 
about the 

widespread 
homosexuality, - 

pedophilia 
and satanic 

rituals in the 
Church? 

The Luciferim won because of 
the passivity and illactivity uf the 
Pope in rlefending the Church? 

"Well, they haven't won yet," 
says Dr. Martin on a slightly upbeat 
note. "We're waiting for this mmi 
[the Pope] to do something. He's the 
Vicar of Christ. I h o w  I'ui defend- 
ing him but ..." 

"Readers who call me or write 
me say, what do we do now? I say 
read my next book. So wrllaps 
editolially, it was the riglit decision 
but religiously it was the wrong 
decision. I don't know." 

It's been said that "by their fruits 
ye shall know them." Malachi 
Martin's assent and ipso fact0 
acquiescence to "The Process" is Uie 
"fruit" of Win(L~we/)t House. It also 
remains perfectly clear -- the book 
itself is a Luciferian maste~piece.. 
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Tho 
Electronic 

An Overview of New Mind Control Sciences and Devices and Their Reported 
Trials on the Citizens of Totalataria 

by Steven Dehno one such area. Lethal and non-lethal electromagnetic 
devices have been and are beimg developed wilh psycho- 

For many years journalists, educators, logical and physiological objectives, culminating in 
and professionals in industry and academia mind control and electronic harassment. - 
have been and producing media on The brain has been held to be one of the most power- 

ful influences over human functioning. When the brain the topic of advanced techno'0gies7 and and it's accompanying functions are altered, there will 
how some of these advancements be adverse and negative changes 
are going to improve our lives at throughout the entire body. This 

home, at work and in our leisure can partially occur in our every- 
day environment. However, 

time. This sounds all well and what is much more paramount 
good, yet there is more here than are the influences upon both the 

meets the eye. brain and the body by concealed 
activities of a remote and exter- 

Recently, there has been increasing nal nature. It is very apparent 
awareness of dangerous esoteric technolo- how the misguided use of this 
gies that go beyond the consumer level and technology, which can interact 
into the industrial and laboratory domains. with and disturb basic human 
Here is where the testing and secretive, functioning, is possible. 
unconlrolled experiments take place, to the 
chagrin of some and at the whim of others. In elementary science we 

learn that particles such as 
Just as America has toiled in many wars, eiecaons do exist in the absence 

and bas overpowered and outperformed its of observation. Obviously, 
adversaries, big business also applies its things take place in the field of 
conlpetitive strategies marketing upon a science that are invisible to 
peacefd populace. The business world is subject to human perception, yet nevertheless we h o w  they 
replatory review and accountability to at least some occur, It has been academically noted that since the late 
degree. However, for the less-understood technologies 1980,s researchers in west have developed a 
and the adverse effects that go along with their devel- computer system that uses an u o p t o ~ l ~ t r i c n  to 
opment, Uiere is little oversight. take a digitized photo of a patient's hand. It then com- 

The development of electromagnetic technology is e,, the hand to thousands of other p k ~  in the 
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puter's memory and scans for distinctive hereditary 
patterns, and can rate the patient's risk factors. Like the 
scanning of the hand, or with today's common x-ray, 
waves or frequencies can interact with the body. 

To understand fmther;neuro-science has shown that 
the brain itself emits an energy field in relation to the 
components of its neuron and synaptic nerve system. In 
particular, everyone's brain has a distinctive set of 
bio-electric resonating frequencies. Studies relating to 
brain activity show that the brain's pattern of electrical 
energy (the firing of the neurons) is in part made up of 
linguistic and grammatical programs unique to each 
individual. This "bioelectrical" field emitted by the 
human body consists of electromagnetic energy and 
corresponding gene information that is specific to each 
individual. This field can also be detected remotely with 
equipment which identifies you apart from someone 
else. How is this done, you may ask? 

mapping of pertinent wave-lengths measured in "hertz" 
and other denominations, enables the above to be 
possible. 

For example, the threshold of hearing is approxi- 
mately between 20hz to 20,000 hz. Measurement by 
EEG (electroencephalogram) can record the small 
impulses produced by Ule activity of the brain. Charac- 
teristic wave pattern can be revealed which indicate 
disease as well as show the niental status of a normal 
waking state (beta waves between 13 to 3011~) or periods 
of deep relaxation (theta waves between 4 to 8112). 
These and other emanated brain waves can be acted 
upon beneficially as well as adversely by artificial 
means. 

EMF-contrived equipment in various modalities can 
duplicate and even exceed the capabilities of modem 
medical equipment. In conjunction with earth orbiting 
satellites, monitolina and output transmissions are 

MASER Beams, EMF and ELF Waves further advantageo&y directed for the purpose of the 
operators. There may be some legitimate security 

It has been determined that directing "pulsed- applications to this technology but, unfortunately, it is 
frequency" MASER (Microwave Amplification by not lawfully or totally contained to issues of "national 
Stimulated Radiation) beams, which bear some likeness defense,n 
to a laser beam, at specific brain centers can initiate the 
relay of necessaw feedback to inform the operator as to lhe "Anomalies Machine" 
yo$ state of be&. This can also provide one who is 
bent on mayhem to put a person into states of confu- 
sion, extreme stress, or hallucinations and symptoms 
mimicking mental illness. Microwave stimulation of the 
brain by way of these extremely low frequencies (ELF) 
can also affect "motor control" and simulate auditory 
sensations that bypass the ear, evoking a false sense of 
surroundings. 

This of neural monitoring, which enable en- 
coded signals to be sent to the brain, provides for a 
menacing threat in the hands of unethical users. It does 
not take long to surmise that any coordinated efforts to 
effect adverse conditions upon another is orlly a matter 
of possession of such devices and a delinquent de- 
meanor. Furthermore, it is lmown that foreign industri- 
alized countries, as weU as U.S. entities, are constantly 
developing and refining both defensive and offensive 
weaponry, especiauy with the idle time that a peacetime 
status now allows. 

Researchers and practitioners have reported on 
astonishing capabilities in the subject area of Electro- 
magnetic frequencies (EMF) and Microwave assisted 
trans~liissions that enable remotely concealed operations 
which can effect control over hunlan beings. It has been 
reported that "signal intellige~~ce nrtworksn.are cur- 
rently in place that further aid the tracking and elec- 
tronic telemetry of individuals and objects. A bio- 
frequency nlodel of the human body, conlplete with the 

The irresponsible use of this technology has lent itself 
to even further encroachment with the development of 
specific apparatus that have no use except to add per- 
sonal chaos to one's life. Borrowing from inventors of 
the past, researchers and deviant experimenters have 
concocted an "anomalies machine" which can pinpoint 
directed energy upon various s ~ a c e s  and objects (and 
one's home). This has been used to simulate false 
auditory disturbances to the targeted environment. There 
have been countless effects created by this device, 
including vibrations to radiators and heating system; 
impact noises to walls, windows, appliances; light bulbs 
prematurely burning out (recurring hits to filament); 
replicated house-settling noises; piercing click sounds 
that seem to emanate from any available surface; heavy 
thumping sounds in floor boards which mimic footsteps; 
mirrors cracking; and the ringing of doorbells. Tlus 
inmive device uses the applied principles of magtietics 
and acoustics, combined with other inventions derived 
from electrical generators. 

Discoveries in physics have developed the ability to 
pass wave frequencies through solid objects, carrying 
information back to its source for interpretatioli or 
decoding. In as much as the infrared telescope can see 
in the da~k, it has been possible to enable the collection 
of data and images from far away places, as well as 
through most any solid material such as walls and entire 
buildings, thus enabling x-ray vision. Studies done wid1 
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Electromagnetic tields (EMF) and living systems have 
yielded abe~~ances U~at have impeded or obstructed 
natural cell processes and their cycles, both in viva (UI 

the living body) a ~ d  it1 vitro (in a test-Inbe or glass slide 
observatio~l under a microscope). 

Nervous system deve lopn~~~t  and regeneration in 
low-form orga~ust~~s, and chromoson~e deviatio~ls in 
plant life, lrave resulted from EMF exposure. Long term 

insidious practices are obviously far removed from sly 

authentic law enforcement tiustio~ls. This idea of a 
"ca~np" becomes descriptive due to the around-the-clock 
eavesdropping and surveillance tllat is co1111non1y im- 
posed upon a victim. To better understa~d the problem 
and the delusions of tl~is mock secret war, we can look 
for a moment at the comparison of the Totalitarian- 
Dictatorial state. Tlus indiscriminate false sense of 

societal mle implicates its own ruling class and 
cooperators to be themselves Ule subjects of indi- Under cond i t i oms vidnal and collective bninwasbing in a WOS. or 

- 

silent conspirators. 
Under conditions of confusion a ~ d  tunnoil, this of conf us i on and regime of intend robotirltion occurs w11ile the 

~ s i z e n r ~  of Totalataria are not consciously aware turmo i 1 ,  this that i t  11% taken place. Wid1 no emotional interplay 
anongst the populace, Ule Dictator becomes both . . 
tile savior and o~nnipresent danger ;it the same tine. 

control arid n~alipulation of err~otional states amount 

robot izat ion to a f rakish type of caste systenl of masters and 
slaves, with notlling in between. Tbe basis of all this 
activity seems to be as irrational and obscure as the 

occurs wh i 1 e the operaum d~emselves. fi niyit be seen unt some 
mliticd or financial gain can be usumed bv desien - A .  - 

Citizenry of and application of this technology, yet all else which 
is harnlllly done is pure insurgency, a proclivity to 
be sadistic. 

There is some speculation regarding why these ' a are UerneEators are influenced to ~erfonn these tasks: 
A A 

those might include feelings of superiority by the 

unaware that i t power at their M, and promises of reward in 
regard to what would normallv seem to be vaeue - ., 

has taken a lace. stipulations to the average person. Enacting such 
close-todetail scrutiny and remote monitoring 

L 

nucrowave and inbred laser targeting causes a condi- 
tion known as "autolysis" which is the adverse softening 
of the human skin and tissue due to the dest~ction of 
surface capillaries. This condition is identified by a 
suitable medical scan such as an MRI or olher types of 
nonevasive scans. This bio-kquency science bas 
becolne more of a pertinent concern than Democtacy 
itself, yet it is becoming more disclosed and understood 
by professionals who are beginning to ascertain the 
exploitation of its use. 

Electronic Concentration Camp 
Besides the equipment itself, there is the aspect of its 

utili~iltion and deployment. The aim of this privied 
electronic odyssey seems to be that of creating an 
"electronic concentration camp" to be imposed upon 
targeted ine~nbers of society by the arbitrary and capri- 
cious fancy of a few. The programs involved in such 

practices by operators tends to shed some inl&ma- 
tion as to the "sacrifice" they make with their own 
lives. Surpassing reasonable and legitimate privacy 
boundaries, they (the operators) put themselves in an 
unclassified segment of existence that would be repug- 
nant to even the devil himself. Their alleged behavior 
while implementing such electronic escapades has lent 
much credibility to their being "cold zombies," with 
very little required to keep them occupied and detained 
so long as their eyes lay on someone else's life. 

Covert Hamssment Campaigns 
Instigating this personal interference against one's 

human rights can begin covertly a ~ d  subtly in the 
beginning, and over tinle can escalate to overt activity 
engineered to make one aware that be or she is a tar- 
geted victim. Having experienced these EMF violations 
against my fundalnental hnman rights, and through 
contact with other victims, the information gained points 
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directly to a very real and ongoing danger of illegal 
activities which exploits every technique and device 
written about herein. Victims have acknowledged 
similar assaults that all seem to include eavesdropping 
into their homes via audio intercepting devices and 
spying into theu living spaces with EMF video or 
thermal imaging. This imparts privacy deprivation to the 
selected individual. The advanced stage of the technol- 
ogy allows for viewing through mul$le wails, the 
ability to view whatever you are watching on your 
television, along with the fine focus to observe what one 
is reading or writing in their own home, all in vivid 
color. Methods against individuals involve the prefer- 
ence to get close to your residence to set up a remote 
shop. 

Common to personal interference actions are harass- 
ing noise campaigns and ultrasonic sound directed at 
victims for experimental gratification. The more unfor- 
tunate acts of these violations have been to induce 
involuntary spasms, tingling sensations in the sldn and 
muscles, voices and horn sounds by-passed to the brain, 
electronic wake-up signals, and chemical harassment or 
contamination of belongings leading to skin exposure. 
The general atmosphere under which they operate leaves 
hardly any civility for the miscellaneous and standard 
procedures nonchalantly invoked such as phone surveil- 
lance, fake wrong number calls, the mimicking of 
automobile doors closing, and false knocks at your front 
door. The congruency of reports by victims has revealed 
the existence of tailored psychological campaigns de- 
vised against them which initiate annoying sound emis- 
sions that coincide with key words and phrases either 
vocalized or sub-vocalized. This is the intrusive a.Vct 
of being able to decipher your thoughts. 

Disdosure and Oversight 
The ideal of personal privacy nlay change rapidly 

unless civil and ethical concerns are raised by the mass 
public and acted upon sufficiently. Fear and mystery are 
the elements of oppression used by these cowards who 
ern joyous to bring despair to others while hiding 
behind the shadow of concealment. There are still more 
involved processes that are utilized in unconsented 
experimentation and there may be some gaps in knowl- 
edge which would explain the cohesion of machine and 
human body. 

One such biological method that is accorded the 
possible ability of aiding in the interface and operation 
of this technology is hown as "remote viewing" among 
the parascientific community. This concept has aroused 
recent mainstream interest (as well as concern ahout the 
potemal for serious psi-ops matlipulatiots and wen 
occult corxerns. See the recent hook Psychic Warrior, 

by Morehouse -Ed.). I t  is said to enhance the body's 
natural sixth sense in relation to perception. Some 
people can be trained to function on this higher level 
through meditation while listening to music or sound 
tapes at the theta level of about 4 to 8hz (deep relaxa- 
tion). It is e s h t e d  that we all have this dormant trait 
in us which remains mainly undeveloped. The premise 
of remote viewing is that one can extend their visionary 
reach to a distant place or setting. Imagine the im- 
provements in medicine and healing methods that may 
be gained if the positive aspects of this electronic 
knowledge were emphasized and studied. Years of 
painstakhg research might very well be saved in the 
search for a cure or remedy for the many diseases that 
renlainunsolved. 

Witl~ the concern about the excessive secrecy of these 
electronic endeavors and the present harm from their 
misguided use, it is paramount to bring disclosure and 
oversight of such operations to a proper forum such as 
publicly-involved conunittees, or at least in conjunction 
with our elected representatives in an impartial role. 

I hope these tidings have impressed upon the reader 
to take heed as to what your fellow man is experiencing. 
Otherwise we may see continued infringements to our 
basic liberties here in the United States and elsewhere. It 
should be noted that not aU members of any Govem- 
ment agency, Intelligence services, or operatives are 
responsible for or involved in the activities described; 
and this is not to imply that there is no such venue to 
conduct legitimate security or defense research. The 
activities which this article concerns are lawless and 
sinister actions which can bring calamity to a civilized 
society. 
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Was Diana pregnant? 
Princess Diana may have been 

pregnant when she died, carrying a 
half-Arab step-sibling to the future 
King of England. An emergency service 
doctor on the scene told Time magazine that 
Diana, drifting in and out of consciousness, 
stated that she was "six weeks pregnant." Also, 
the French magazine Voin' reported tbat it has 
confirrued that Dim was pregnant. "Analysis 

Z of blood samples taken by the first paramedic 
to reach the accident showed the presence of 
beta HCG plasma, which is only produced 
when a patient is pregnant," stated the magazi- 

E ne's recent special report. If true, the preg- 
nancy would have angered a Royal Family 
already up in arms over Diana's relationship 
with the presumed father, Dodi Fayed. In fact, 
the Fayed family llas lent its support to the 
story. D m ' s  family, however, llas dismissed 
the pregnancy reports as "unbelievable." E (Time, Voict) 

Second car involved in Diana crash 
In another Diana development, on 

September 17, 1997, authorities inves- 
tigating the tunnel crash announced that 

% parts of a second car (a Fiat) were found at the 
accident scene. Pieces of a Fiat tail light were found 
in the same location as pieces of the Mercedes' right 

6 headlight, several dozen yards behind where the Mer- 
cedes struck a pillar in the tunnel. Traces of paint also 

6 were found on the Mercedes' side-view mirror. In E 
00 addition, a photo taken just before the crash from in 

frola of the Mercedes shows driver H ~ M  Paul appar- 
ently being blinded by a flash of light. A possible 
scenario: The F i t  passes the Mercedes, making contact 
with the side-view mirror. A passenger in the Fiat then 
blinds Henri Paul, while the driver of the Fiat slows 
down. The cars made contact. Paul swerves into the 
tunnel pillar. A key question involves the nature of the 
blinding flash. Was it simply the flashbulb of the cam- 
era which took the photo, or was it from some other 
device meant to blind the driver? (Associated Press) 

Gulf War Syndrome red hemng 
The official debate on Gulf War Syn- 

drome (GWS) has focused on whether troops 
were exposed to Iraqi chemical weapons 
during the conflict. Chemical exposure, however, 
would not explain the apparent infectious name of 
GWS. Is all the chemical weapon talk a red herring? As 
reported by Dr. Alan CanhveU in PARANO14 16, 

bio-chemist Garth Nicolson has found a genetically- 
altered bacterium in the blood of hundreds of Gulf War 
veterans and members of their families. Nicolson has 
confirmed that the genetic structure of many of the 
bacterium is "not found in the wild," and that the germ 
had been "deliberately manipulated" for use as a 
weapon. Now, the Nicolson story has received main- 
stream media coverage (Seattle Post-lntelligencer, 
December 11, 1997). However, this coverage has 
simply switched the blame for GWS from Iraqi chemi- 
cal weapons to Iraqi biological weapons. There are two, 
more sinister, possibilities. Fist, that our troops were 
exposed to American biological weapons, either acci- 
dentally or intentionally. Second, that the bacterium 
were contained in one of several "experimental" chemi- 
cal weapon vaccines injected into our Gulf War uoops. 

Scientologist buys Cult Awareness Netwok 
For twenty years, the Chicago-based Cult 

Awareness Network (CAN) monitored uncon- 
ventional sects and religious groups, including 
the controversial Church of Scientology. 
Concerned relatives of cult members turned to CAN for 
wunselig and support, as weU as the "deprogram- 
rning" of their family members. However, foes of the 
gmup said CAN itself was a cult, engaging in hateful 
religious persecution. (See PARANOL4 11). In Decem- 
ber 19%. aRer losing a $1.8 million Scientology law- 
suit, CAN was driven into baduuptcy. (It was one of 
some 50 pending Scientology lawsuits.) Soon after, 
CAN'S name, logo, post office box, and phone number 
were sold to the highest bidder: Los Angeles Scientolo- 
gist and lawyer Steven Hayes. Hayes plans to continue 
operating CAN as a way to "disseminate the truth about 
all religions." 

David Bemadin, a CAN attorney, responds, "It kind 
of boggles the mind. People will still pick up the CAN 
name in a library book and call, saying 'My daughter 
has joined the Church of Scientology,' and your friendly 
CAN receptionist is someone who work for Scientol- 
ogy." A lawyer who has often represented Scientolo- 
gists, Kendrick L. Moxon, is now pursuing another 
banluuptcy purchase: 270 boxes of CAN's files. Ac- 
cording to former CAN staffers, the files contain confi- 
dential information about current and former cult mem- 
bers, many of whom belonged to the Church of Scien- 
tology. (Los Angeles Times) 

We have a few questions ... 
The government has ways of making you 

talk. Like a $500 fine and one year in jail. lhis 
is the penalty if you fail to respond to The American 
Community Survey, a pilot program that greatly ex- 
pands the power of the U.S. Census Bureau. The 
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16-page survey goes far beyond the current Census form. 
It includes questions about f d y  possessiola, loan 
payments, rnaniage, and income. The Census Bureau's 
Pat Jones cheerfully explains that "Our job is j u t  to 
collect the information." Shifting to a darker, totalitarian 
tone, she notes that -- even if you pay the fine and spend 
the h e  in jail -"You will still have to answer the ques- 
tions." (Oregon Observer) 

How safe is safe? 
The chemicals and pollutants we encounter 

every day may be more dangerous than previ- 
ously thought. A growing body of research suggests 
they cause ham by a c ~ g  as "impostor hormones," 
altering our intelligence, mood, behavior, and sexual 
functioning. Homlones (and prewnably hormone impos- 
tors) work at extremely low doses, often measured in 
concentrations of parts per trillion. 'Illis in rum could, 
according to the Chicago Tribut~e, "radically alter notions 
about how much of a chemical or pollutant is needed to 
cause hanr~." Scientists are certain rlut many chemical 
substances are structurally similar to hormones, and that 
they cai disrupt the body's a~docrit~e system and hormo- 
nal balance. However, i t  is not yet known how serious 
and how fiequent these disruptions are. Nevertheless, the 
federal government is currently W i n g  some 400 re- 
search projects in die area. With hormone imposters 
present in everything from food can liners, pesticides, and 
chlorinated water, big business has a lot at stake. Should 
researchers prove the harmful effects of honnone impos- 
ters, the regulatory and legal costs would be huge. A 
spokesman for the Society of the Plastics Indusq, how- 
ever, reassures the public that, "We continue to believe 
our products are safe." 

"infetior" women sterilized by liberals 
In August 1997, the liberal Swedish gov- 

ernment revealed that it had involuntarilv . 
sterilized at least 60,000 women considered 
eugenically "inferior" from 1935 to 1976. The 
report confinned Uie contention of the Lyndon Larouche 
movement that Nazi-like euge~uc policies have long been 
"the hallmark of Uie oligarchy, regardless of political 
orientation." Racist eugenics, it seems, is the Left's diny 
little secret. The Swedish revelations caused Jonathan 
Freeland of the U.K.'s C~carctian to admit Ule "great 
founding fathers of British socialism had dreams almost as 
vile as those of the Nazis." Freelad cites a little-known 
plan of the renowned pacifist ~e rkand  Russell, who 
proposed that the state issue color-coded procreation 
tickets, with anyone caught breeding with tl~e holder of a 
differentcolored ticket beinn. fined. Freeland went on to 

like a roll call of British socialism: George Bemard 
Shaw; John Maynard Keynes; The New Statan~cn; 
even, lanientably, Uie Mmtrl~ester Gunrdian." 
(www.larouchepub.com) 

Black heliioptew confirmed 
@ A while back, reports of "black helicop- 

ters" and frightening domestic military activities 
were ridiculed as the paranoid r a n k s  of right-wing 
extremists. In Spring 1997, however, the mainstream 
Warhittgton Post made a s~uprising admission. It 
confirmed that the U.S. Army had conducted nearly 
two dozen urban "anti-terrorism" practice raids in 
cities including Los Angeles and Miami. 'Il~tr practice 
assaults did indeed involve black helicopters and 
dark-suited Special Operations conunandos. Although 
residents living near the exercise sites were supposed to 
be notified, this was not always the case. Charlotte, 
N.C. Mayor Pat McCrory, speaking of an assault on 
his city, has complained, "It was almost like a blitz- 
krieg operation. People went and got their guns. I feel 
fortunate no one was hurt." (In These Times) 

MIA800 update 
On November 5, 1997, the a-author of 

a report that claimed the U.S. Navy shot 
down TWA Flight 800 told CNN the c h ~ g e s  
were "reckless and a mistake." Ian Goddard, in a 
written statement to CNN, apologized to "all Uiose in 
the Navy I have wrongfully accused" and to "those 
who believed in my efforts and who are now upset 
with me for my cbange of mind." [Goddard was a key 
source for the PARANOH 16 article "No Single 
Missile Theory."] In an e-mail to his supporters, 
Goddard, a Libertarian, stated that he "wanted to give 
the govermnent a black eye by any means that looked 
opportune." However, he denied CNN's labeliulg of 
his effort a "slia~n." savine that lie has alwavs ~ r o -  . . 
moted what he believe;;, i d  Urat now he believes that 
"the evidence is not sufficient to blame the Navy." He 
also noted that "all claims I've made were meticulously 
referenced so that readers could check up for them- 
selves." In other words, the Navy missile theory, while 
certainly not conclusive, was liardly a made-up sham. 
In addition, Goddard's co-author Pierre Salinger has 
said he still believes in the theory. Unfortunately, the 
story has seriously damaged the credibility of conspir- 
acy theories, in particular those expressed on tl~e 
internet, in the minds of the general public. For his 
part, Goddard wants to "nlove on from conspiracy 
theory," whicli is another unfortunate result of this tum 
of events. (CNN and Ian Goddard) - 

write "the names of the first chanlpions [of eugenics] read 
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by Michael A. Aquino. Ph.D. 

Roy Blake's article "Satanism, the Illuminati, and the 
. : i ,  . 

Andromedans" in PARANOIA 16, while mischievously en- 1;: 

tertaining per its exotic subject matter, raises some questions 
which I think readers deserve to have answered not whim- 
sically or evasively, but straightforwardly. I 

One tums to a magazine like 
PARANOL4, I assume, because one 
is indeed largely fed up with misl 
disinformation from the soxalled 
"responsible" media and doesn't 
h o w  whom to trust anymore. In 
this regard, the experiences of 
myself and the Temple of Set may 
smke a more familiar chord in your 
readers than they perhaps antici- 
pated. 

As a youth growing up in the 
EisenhowerIKennedy era of the 
50slearly 60s, I trusted in what I 
believed to be the basic decency of 
the United States and its govem- 
ment. Not that we always selected 
the side of d ~ e  angels in every 
international c~isis, or always told 
the truth, but that underneath all of 
our decisions and actions was a 
sincere wish to be good and do 
good, not just for Ule USA but for 
Ule rest of Ule world as well. 1 look 

great pride in being a citizenof such 
a country. As just one indicator of 
this, I was elected to he National 
Commm~der of the Eagle Scout 
Honor Society in 196566. 

The later 60s came as a ~ d e  
awakening for many Americans. 
The cafalyst was of course the 
Viemam War, which not only 
shredded tl~e myth that our interna- 
tio~lal power projection could only 
be benevolent and constructive, but 
also brought about dismayingly 
repressive and secretive actions by 
our own government against its own 
citizens, and with a resulting feelmg 
of betrayal and disillusionment in 
society. 

Many of those who "dropped 
out" of the social mainstream at that 
time did so not because of psyche- 
delic drugs or antiwar cowardice, 
bul more basically because they 
needed something authentic, genu- 

ine, and good on which to anchor 
their lives. Religion, as a vehicle for 
codifying morality, has always 
served as an alternative to the civil 
state - and in the 60s it was no 
different. Many "New Age" groups 
sprang up, along with a resurgent 
interest in Christianity called the 
"Jesus Freak" movenlent. 

As one of the more exotic of such 
havens, Anton LaVey founded the 
Church of Satan in 1966. To realize 
why this organization had the appeal 
it did, one must understand that its 
original stance was summed up by 
the term "anti-hypocrisy." The 
Church's attitude was not only that 
secular society was a acade of 
self-interest among competing 
con-artists, hut that the mainstream 
JudeoIChristian churches -- suppos- 
edly the sources of altruism and 
morality - were in fact the most 
hypocritical offenders. 
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So in a strange way the Church 
of Satan amacted some extraordi- 
narily Viauous people, who saw in 
the image of the Christian Devil not 
something "evil," but, like them- 
selves, a principled rebel against a 
cormpt establishment. I was one 
such person. To me, the transition 
kom Eagle Scout to Satanist was the 
next step up, not down, the ladder 
of moral conscientiousness. 

In 1968 I was also commissioned 
as a Regular Army officer, and 
because of my Political Science 
academic background (leading to a 
Ph.D. in 1980), I embarked on a 
career in Special Forces, Psycho- 
logical Operations (PSYOP), Intel- 
ligence, Foreign Area, Defense 
Attache, and Civil Affairs. My 
"P551" for most of my service was 
#48G: Politico-Military 
Officer. 

American PSYOP proved to be a 
field beset by a great deal of inte~nal 
uncertainty and confusion. Everyone 
seemed to feel that it was necessary 
that the United States have such a 
capability, but as a onestar general 
once commented to me: "Mike, 
there's something somehow 'un- 
American' about the very concept of 
~ro~aganda. We may have to do it, 

ing plants weren't evcn allowed to 
be used for reproducing Army 
r e c ~ t i n g  posters. 

Within the PSYOP community, 
officers find that the responsibility to 
"do the right thing" rests ultimately 
with their own sense of judgment 
and conscience. The initial jolt is 
le-g that almost all "objective/ 
reliable" information on social 
issues is in fact slanted, selective, 
and very much the result of 
the bias-and motives of the 
author. The PSYOP analyst, 

four-star generals, who are nervous 
about it, while allowing them to 
make use of it. It is also, signifi- 
cantly, the opposite of the old Red 
Army system in which the goals and 
actions of a combat unit required 
sanction of a "political officer" to 
ensure that the brute force of the 
unit was indeed bemg applied to 
kther  national political principles 
and objectives. 

To me. the 
before he can intelligently use 
resources to influence others, 
must fxst clear awav tile tmnsitio'n h m  
manipulative ulnuences being 
directed against him. This 
calls for much cross-sourcine. - 
origin evaluation, and of 
course comparison with Scout to 
others' interpretations to 
allow for one's own biases 
(which each individual always Satanist 
thinks he doesn't have). 

Assuming the PSYOP 
o~erative manages to pet 

was the next - - 
correct information with 
which to work, how does he step UD. not 
then establish the "ri&teous- 
ness" of what he's d&? By 
superior orders? By what's in - - -  

and indeed be better-at it than the a Presidential speech or 
other ,, but ies never someLWlg Executive Order? BY "tradi- ladder of moral 
tl~e average citizen is going to feel tion"? By the impressive-but- - - - - 

comfonablc witll. So we're never remote lal~buge of Rules of 
going [O show YOU guys OW OII rhc Land Warfare, the Gcnzva conscientiousness. 
Hill." 

As a result of tl~e propaganda 
excesses of the two World Wars, 
sbict Congressional b~delines 
concerning American PSYOP were 
mandated at the end of WW2. 
Peacetime PSYOP was to be run by 
the USIA (United States Information 
Agency), wartime by DoD (De- 
partment of Defense), and boll1 were 
strictly forbidden to target American 
citizens. Hence all USIA effons 
were exclusively foreigndirected, 
and DoD PSYOP units were so 
stringently regulated that our print- 

Conveutious, etc.? He also 
knows that tl~e next higher com- 
mander may arbitrarily select or 
discard his results, or exploit tllem 
in unintended or unexpected ways. 
The most painstaldng ethical efforts 
of a tacticP PSYOP officer may be 
of value to a combat general only 
insofar as they help his tanks and 
infantry overrun the next hill. 

Within the American defense 
establislin~ent PSYOP has always 
been kept subordinate to tactical 
command missions (thus it is termed 
a "force multiplier"). This reassures 

During my military career I 
wrestled with these problems con- 
tinuously, and wrote various papers 
concerning them. The most recent 
and comprehensive was "Psycho- 
logical Operations: The Ethical 
Dimension," which I wrote under 
USIA faculty advisorship while a 
student at the National Defense 
University in 1987. Readers curious 
about this paper might want to 
request a copy from the NDU at 
Fort McNair, Waslhgton, D.C. In 
it, I argued that PSYOP cannot be 
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used as a mere tool of convenience - that it  nus st be 
subordinated to the   no st rigorous national and individual 
standards of morality possible. 

What effect did my religious orientation have on me, 
on aU of this? For Christians, Jews, Islamics et al., 
moral standards are relatively easy to recite, if not 
necessarily to practice. In our materialist cullure they are 
also very easy to give lip-service to, witllout really 

'The Devil made me 
do #"is in this 
sense an almost 

comic 
mi 

definition cannut 
fall back on any 

red-horned variation 
of "God's will." 

as being an etlucal PSYOP officer is difficult. We live at 
a time when "etlucs" are aU too often submerged, 
obliterated, or merely ignored in favor of expediency. 
Within the politico-military establislunent there are 
naturally strong impulses in this direction. After all, the 
purpose of armies and navies is to control territory and 
enforce conipliant behavior by Uie threat or use of 
violence. Governments are the ones who apply these 
armed forces when thev can't get what thev want bv - 
other means. This is "iardball," and being good oinice 
when playing it is a luxury few players on ally team feel 

paying attention to them beyond that. Within the arm& 
forces, for example, chaplains understand tlut their 
overriding real responsibility is for the smooth operation 
of the unit, by reassuring soldiers that no religious moral 
codes are going to conflict with the commander's nus- 
sion orders. 

The Satanist -- or Setian, as members of the Temple 
of Set are known -- has no such excuse available to him. 
On his shoulders alone rests the responsibility for his 
ethics. "The Devil made me do it" is in this sense an 
almost comic misstatement, since the Setian by definition 
cannut fall back on any red-homed variation of "God's 
will." Like the PSYOP officer, he has "desuoyed the 
excuses available to the non-initiate." He sees the situa- 
tion clearly; he must decide accordingly and face the 
result honestly. 

Being a Setian under these conditions is difficult, just 

they can afford. 
Whenever I am asked 

whether I would like to 
see more Setians in 
positions of political 
power, I say: "If by 
'Setian' you mean an 
i~~dividual whose deci- 
sio~is are governed by a 
conscience untainted by 
propaganda, yes. And 
that is indeed the ideal 
Ule Te~nple of Set seeks 
to encourage in its 
nlembers. But it is far 
easier said than done, 
and for aU our good 
intentions we have at 
best clarified this as a 
goal for each person. It 
is, ulti~nately, an it~rli- 

vidtral quest, not a collective ideology which can be 
trained into people." 

Blake's article, doubtless evoking the specter of the 
Heaven's Gate mass-suicide, womes a bit about space- 
alien influence on the Temple of Set. Set, after all, is an 
Egyptian circumpolar-star god. It comes as no great 
surprise to me Uxt myths about either benevolent or 
malicious aliens should be flourishing now. With the 
general loss of belief in mainstrea~~i religions, despite all 
the facades to the contrary, many people are looking for 
other "superiors" to save them or spank Illem as the case 
may be. Unlike old religious mythology, alien motives 
and behavior are also an unwritten book. Anyone can 
attribute an-g he wants to saucerpeople -- from the 
cuddiy little E.T. to the not-socuddly indtpet~dence Dq 
critters. Common to aU space-alien themes seems to be a 
desire that, whether they are good or bad, hey please 
come as soon as possible, just to get the suspense over 
with. I'm quite sure we'll see more of this as "Millen- 
nium Fever" increases. My only curiosity is whether it 
wiU aU abate, and everyone w i U  calm down and get back 
to more-or-less rational living, in 2002 or so. 
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George Lucas' original Star Wars 
film, appearing the year after the 
1975 founding of the Temple of Set, 
piqued my interest in view of the 
neoreligious fervor it generated in so 
many people. Io a novelistic sequel, 
The Dark Side, I undertook to 
speculate on the reasons for this. Far 
from being "the most secret docu- 
ment the Temple holds," as Blake 
says, TDS since its 1977 Writing has 
been available to anyone wishing a 
copy ($15 donation to the Temple of 
Set to cover copying and mailing 
costs). Several chapters b m  it were 
published in the October 1978 issue 
of Forrest J. Ackerman's classic 
Famous Monsters of Filmhd 
magazine. 

What about historic conspiratorial 
secret societies, such as the mumi- 
nati? In the Temple of Set we've 
studied a good many of them. The 
ones that were effective were SO 

because they intentionally or coinci- 
dentally slimed themselves with 
secular or church forces exercising 

power at the time. The original 
Knights Templar are a well-known 
example. The poor old Illuminati, 
on the other hand, were very much 
in the wrong place at the wrong 
time, and got flattened to a pancake 
by an annoyed Bavarian govem- 
ment. In general, secret societies 
that sack out as such aren't much to 
lie awake at nights worrying about. 
They are as bizarre as they are 
precisely because they are so far 
away from prevalent social currents. 

If readers of P M O L . 4  want my 
advicc on what to be "paranoid" 
about, I would say: We live at a 
time when the greatest possible 
virtue is to be simply a decent, 
compassionate, and honest human 
being in spite of the many daily 
pressures driving us to be otherwise. 
Perhaps most dehumanking about 
this situation is that there is IIO 

deliberate conspiracy targeting us, 
but rather a random, continuing 
disintegration of whatever social 
ideals we at least imagine must have 

existed somewhere outside of Nor- 
man Rockwell's paintings. Such a 
climate prevailed in the later days of 
the Roman Empire, and that great 
Emperor and philosopher Marcus 
Aurelius wrote in his Meditatiom 
words as timely today as then: 

"Hour by hour resolve m y ,  
like a Roman and a man, to do what 
comes to hand with correct and 
natural di&nity, and with humanity, 
independence, and justice. Allow 
your mind freedom from all olher 
considerations. This you can do, if 
you will approach each action as 
though it were your last, dismissing 
Uie wayward thought, the emotional 
recoil from the conunands of rea- 
son, the desire to create an impres- 
sion, the admiration of self, the 
discontent with your lot. See how 
little a man needs to master, for his 
days to flow on in quietness and 
piety: he has but to observe these 
few counsels, and the gods will ask 
nothing more." 

STATES 

What if ... America became 

a police state? 

When blue-helmeted UN Peace- 

keeper h o p s  were stationed on 

Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles, 

people began to understmd. The 

world had changed overnight 

Welcome to New States, a 

dictatorship that took over where 

America used to be. With the 

Constitution and the Bill of Rights 

gone, freednm's just a memory. 

AK Johnson, director of New States 

Emergency Management, the martial 

law government, is trying to keep 

things from falling apart. Then he's 

forced to infiltrate the American 

Republican Army, a powerful 

shadowy resistance gmup. 

Billy and Suzy are gunrunners for 

the ARA, their paths destined to 

intersect in a world where drugs 

have been legalized, but gulls are 

against the'law. 

NEW STATES is a science fiction 

action story with a supernalural 

twist. It's provocative, controver- 

sial, and very timely. 

New Improved Entertainment Corp. 

is seeking qualified investors and 

business partners for this fcahue 

film project Brokers welcome. 

Please address inquiries regarding 

business ~ l a n  to New Impiuvcd 

Entertainment Corp., Box 43, 

Pray, Montana 59065 
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The 

By Alan R. Cantwell, M.D. 

In preparing America for nuclear attack during the Cold War years 
following World War II, thousands of U.S. citizens became the innocent 
victims of over 4,000 secret and classified radiation experiments conducted 
by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and other government agencies, 
such as the Department of Defense, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 
the Public Health Service (now the CDC), the National Institutes of Health, the 
Veterans Administration (VA), the CIA and NASA. 

Millions of people were exposed to radioactive 
fallout from the continental testing of more than 
200 atmospheric and underground nuclear 
weapons, and from the hundreds of secret releases 
of radiation into the environment. Over 200,000 
"atomic vets" who worked closely with these nuclear 
detonations at the Nevada test site during the 1950s and 60s 
were especially vulnerable to radiation fallout. 

Also affected were the thousands of so-called "down- 
winders," who lived in nearby small towns in Nevada, 
Utah, Colorado and New Mexico. These downwinders 
(along with some animal populations) suffered the worst 
cumulative radioactive effects of fallout, along with a 
contaminated environment teeming with radioactive food 
and farm ~roducts. The ~lit?ht of these mostlv ~ o o r  

shocked to discover one docmnent that described the 
people downwind of the Nevada Test Site as "a 
low-use segment of the population." Her shock at such 
callous bigotxy caused her to eventually move West to 
research, investigate and document those who lived 
closest to the Test Site, as well as workers at the site, 
and soldiers repeatedly exposed to the bombs during 
the military tests. 

Diiinformation and nudear fallout 
In the nuclear arms race, government doctors and 

scientists brainwasl~ed the public into believing low 
dose radiation was not harmful. Some officials even 
hied to convince people that "a little radiation is good 
for you." Totally ignored was the knowledge that the 
radiation which accompanies nuclear fallout could lead 

& - . A 
c o u n ~  people coping with govemnt-induced radiation to an increased risk of cancer, heart disease, neuro- 
sickness has been recorded in Carole Gallagher's re- logical disorders, immune system disease, reproduc- 
markable photoessay Ame,ican Growzd Zero: ~k Secret tive abnormalities, s teaty,  birth defects, and genetic 
Nuclear War (The Free Press, 1993). mutations which could be passed on from generation 

In reviewing declassified AEC records (now the De- to generation. The full extent of this radiation damage 

parlment of Energy) &om the 1950s, Gallagher was g the American public during tl~e Cold War years will 
never be known. 
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A secret AEC document, dated to man. Some, but not all, of the 
17 April 1947, reveals thatbhysi- patients were terminally i. The 
cians were weU aware of these 
radiation hazards but s b l y  ignored Eileen Welsome (who later won a - .  - 
them. Under the title "Medical Pulitzer Prize) unleashed a storm 
Experiments in Humans," the of nationwide protest prompting 
memorandum read: "It is desired Department of Energy Secretary 

document 
that no document be released which Hazel O'Leary to order the 
refers to experiments with humans release of secret files and docu- described the 
and might have adverse effect on ments pertaining to these Cold 
public opinion or result in legal War experiments. 
suits. Documents covering such field The exttemelv dangerous . - 
work should be classified~'~ecret'." plutonium experiment was per- 

accord in^ to Gallagher, "many formed under the auspices of the downwind of the 
downwinders testified-that the public government's  anh ha& Project, 
Health Service officials told them the revered group of distin&wished 
that their 'neurosis' about the fallout scientists brought together to 
was the only thing that would give develop and test the atom bomb. 

Nevada Nuclear 
them cancer, particularly if they mpqoseof,dd~r T& Site as "a 
were female. Women with severe secret expetiments was to estab- 
radiation illness, losit~g their hair, lish occupational health standards 
and with badly burned sldn, were for workers who would be pro- 
even clinically diagnosed in hospi- ducing plutonium and other 

low-use 
tals as "neurotic." Olher severely ill radioactive ingredients for the 
women were diagnosed with atomic ~ O I I I ~  and ttle nuclear segment of the 
'housewife syndrome'." When 
Gallagher's investigation led her to 
ask a Department of Energy 
spokesperson about the AECIDOE's 
practice of waiting until the wind 
blew toward Utal~ before testing 
nuclear bonlbs or venting radiation 
in order to avoid contaminating Las 
Vegas or Los Angeles, the UII- 

abashed and u~~concemed official 
actually said on tape, "Those people 
in Utah don't give a shit about 
radiation." 

Secret Radiation Experiments 
Only recently, with the forced 

release of Top Secret d&~u~ients, 
have details been revealed about 
tl~ese unethical and i n h u m e  radia- 
tion studies conducted during the 
years 1944-1974. The iniddl story 
broke in November 1993 in a series 
of articles in the All~iiquerque 
Tributie revealing Ule lunles of 18 
Americans secretly injected with 
plutonium, a key ingredient of tile 
ato~nic bomb and one of the nlost 
toxic radioactive substances known 

energy industry. 
Some of the other classified 

government experin~ents included: 
Exposing more than 100 

Alaskan villagers to radioactive 
iodine during the 1950s. 

Feeding 49 retarded and 
institutionalized teen-agers mdioac- 
tive iron and calcium in their cereal 
during the years 1946-1954. 

Exposing about 800 pregnant 
women in the late 1940s to radioac- 
tive iron to determine the effect on 
the fetus. 

Injecting 7 newborns (six were 
black) with radioactive iodine. 

Exposing the testicles of more 
tlut 100 prisoners to cancer-causing 
doses of radiation. This experirnen- 
tation conlinued into tl~e early . 
1970s. 

Exposing almost 200 cancer 
patients to high levels of radiation 
~YOIII cesiu~n and cobalt. The AEC 
t k l l y  stopped this experiment in 
1974. 

Administering radioactive 

population." 
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material to psychiatric patients in with rheumatoid arthritis, to total body 
San Francisco and to prisoners at irradiation (100-300 rad dose) to obtain 
San Quentin. data for the military. This was con- 

Adininiste~g massive ducted at the University of Calibmia 
doses of full body radiation to Hospital in Sari Francisco. 
cancer patients hospitalized at the ~ h ,  ~ t ~ ~ i ~  E~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~  
General Hospital in Cincinnati, 

In 1995 the Enerpv De~artment 
admitted to over7i30 radiation 
experiments conducted by tl~e Women with At01nic Energy commission t e t u e n  -- --  the vears 1944 and 1974. Over 
16,000 people were radiated, some severe radiation of ,horn did not hW tlE i1,th 
risks or did not give consent. illness, k i n g  These expe"1nents were designed 
to help aton~ic scientists understand their hair, and .e hunm I-.. of wx 

with badly 
and radiation fallout. Because tl~e 
entire nuclear anns buildup was 
classified secret, tl~ese experiments 

burned skin, were also sta~nped secret and al- 
lowed to take place under tlie banner 
of protecting "national security." 

studies were conducted at tlie most 
prestigious medical institutions and diagnosed as CO~~,S, incIuLi  , ,v.,, of 

"neudic." Other chicago, the UniGersity of Washing- 
ton, the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Vanderhilt University 

severely ill in Nashville, and the previously 
mentioned universities. 

women were Uranium Mine Workers 
In addition to these radiation 

experiments, workers who mined diagnosed u ~ ,  in, FOW 

"housewife Comers area of Arizona, Utah, 
Colorado and New Mexico, were 
exposed to radioactive dust during 

syndrome." the AEC 1940s scientists up to and the e~idemiologists 1960s. ~lthough 
knew the dust in the; m r l v  vend- 

Baylor College in Houston, 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering in 
New York City, and the U.S. 
Naval Hospital in Bethesda, 
during the 1950s and 1960s. The 
experinlent provided data to the 
military concerning how a 
nuclear attack might affect its 
troops. 

Exposing 29 patients, some 

. . 
lated mines were contaminated with 
deadly radon gas which could easily 
cause death from lung cancer, this 
lifesaving information was never passed 
on to the miners, many of whom were 
Native Americans. As a result, many 
miners died prenlaturely of cancer of the 
lung. 

Stewart Udall, an Arizona Congress- 
man and lawyer who also served as 

Secretary of the Interior during the 
Kennedy and Johnson adminism- 
tions, represented the miners and 
their families in a class action 
lawsuit against the federal govern- 
ment for radiation injuries. In The 
MytI~s of Augur (Pantheon Bwks), 
Udall writes that "some physicians 
who defended the decisions of the 
atomic establishment sought to 
justify these experiments by con- 
tending that little was known about 
the health risks associated with the 
various exposures. Others tried to 
put a positive face on tests con- 
ducted without obtaining informed 
consent by nlaintaining that these 
experiments nevertheless produced 
advances in medical knowledge." 
Some physicians argued that the 
conduct of the AEC doctors 
"should be condoned because they 
were merely following the 'prevail- 
ing ethics' of the postwar period." 
When the miners' case h l l y  came 
to trial in 1983, tlie federal district 
court in h~ d i s l ~ s ~ e d  the Case 
by declaring the U.S. government 
was immune from suit. 

Medical Ethics 
How could these physician- 

experimenters ignore the sworn 
Hippocratic Oath promising that 
doctors will not harm their patients? 
Did they violate the Nuremberg 
Code of justice developed in re- 
sponse to the Nazi war crime trials 
after World War II? 

The Nuremberg Code includes 
10 principles to guide physicians in 
human experimentation. In actual- 
ity, prior to the Nazi war crime 
tribunals, there was no written code 
for doctors; and lawyers defending 
the Nazi doctors tried to argue that 
similar wartime experiments were 
conducted with prisoners at the 
Illinois State Penitentiary, who were 
deliberately infected with malaria. 

During the Nuremberg hials the 
AMA came up with its own ethical 
standards, which included three 
requirements: 1) voluntary consent 
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of the person on whom the experi- 
ment is to be performed must be 
obtained; 2) the danger of each 
experiment must be previously 
investigated by animal experimenta- 
tion; and 3) the experiment must be 
performed under proper medical 
protection and management. 

The records now show that many 
victims of the government's radia- 
tion experiments did not voluntarily 
consent as required by the Code. As 
late as 1959, Hacvard Medical 
School researcher Henry Beecher 
viewed the Code "as too extreme 
and not squaring with the realities of 
clinical research." Another physi- 
cian said the Code had little effect 
on mainstream medical morality and 
"doubted the ability of the sick to 
understand the complex facts of 
their condition in a way that can 
make consent meaningful." 

Writing in the Journal of the 
American Medcal Association in 
19%. Jay Katz recalls an argument 
at Haward Medical School in 1961 
suggesting the Code was not neces- 
sarily pertinent to or adequate for 
the conduct of n~edical research in 
the United States. Katz writes: "The 
Medical research community found, 
and still finds, the stringency of the 
NC's first principle all too oner- 
ous." But patients in medical ex- 
periments expect the experiments to 
help them in some way-not to harm 
them! Patients also are often inclined 
to totally hust their physician not to 
harm them. In The Nazi Doctors 
and the Nuremberg Code (Oxford 
University Press, 1992), Katz 
concludes that many doctors view 
the Code as "a g o d  code for 
barbarians but an unnecessary code 
for ordinary physicians." 

The PresideNs Advisory 
Commlttee 

In January 1994 President Clinton 
convened an Advisory Committee to 
investigate the accusations sur- 
rounding the human radiation 

experiments. In their final report , 
presented to the president on Octo- 
ber 3, 1995, the Committee found 
that up to the early 1960s it was 
common for physicians to conduct 
research on patients without their 
consent. 

Their harshest criticism was 
reserved for those cases in which 
physicians used patients without 
their consent in research from which 
the patients could not possibly 
benefit medically. These cases 
included the 18 people injected with 
plutonium at Oak Ridge Hospital in 
Tennessee, the University of Roch- 
ester in New York, the University 
of Chicago, and thc University of 
California at San Francisco, as well 
as two experiments in which seri- 
ously ill patients were injected with 
umium, six at tl~e University of 
Rochester and eleven at Massachu- 
setts General Hospital in Boston. 
The plutonium and uranium ex- 
periments undoubtedly put the 
subjects at increased risk for cancer 
in ten or twenty years' time. 

The Final Report of tlie Presi- 
dent's Advisory Committee is now 
available in The Human Radioti011 
Ecperiments, publislied in 1996 by 
Oxford Press (Tel: 1-800451-7556). 
Altliougb the Committee studied the 
experiments in depth, there was no 
attempt to assess the damage done to 
individuals. In many cases, tl~e 
names and records of tlie patients 
were no longer available, nor was 
there an easy way to identify how 
many experi~nents had been con- 
ducted, where they took place, and 
which government agencies spoil- 
sored them. The Deparbnent of 
Health and Hu~i~an Services, the 
primary govemnent sponsor of 
research, "had long since discarded 
files on experiments performed 
decades ago. 

The Committee discovered "the 
records of much of our nation's 
recent history had been irretrievably 
lost or simply could not be located" 

and "only the barest description 
remained for the majority of the 
experiments. 

The Department of Energy also 
claimed all the pertinent records of 
its predecessor, tlie AEC, had been 
destroyed in the 1970s, but in some 
cases as late as 1989. All CIA 
records are classified. When records 
of the top secret MKULTRA pro- 
gram (in which unwitting subjects 
were experimented upon with a 
variety of substances) were re- 
quested, the CIA explained that all 
pertinent records had been destroyed 
during tile 1970s when the program 
became a national scandal. 

Keeping Government Secrets 
The Committee made clear that 

its story could not have been told if 
the govemnlent did not keep some 
records that were eventually re- 
trieved and made public. However, 
federal records managenlent law 
also provides for fl~e routine de- 
struction Of older records. Thus, in 
the great nlajority of cases the loss 
or destruction of requested docu- 
nmts was a function ot'nornlal 
record-keeping practices. 

The Commirtee was dismayed to 
report: "At the same time, however, 
the records that recorded the de- 
struction of documents, including 
secret docunlents, have thenselves 
been lost or destroyed. Thus, tlie 
circumstances of deshuctio~~ (and 
indeed, wlielher doculnents were 
destroyed or.sin~ply lost) is often 
hard to ascertain. 

In the Corninittee's judgment the 
AEC had repeatedly deceived fl~e 
public by denying it  had engaged in 
human experin~entatio~~, and by 
issuing cover stories to cover-up 
secret investigations, illld by delib- 
erately supplying incomplete in- 
formation to people who participated 
in govemnent-sponsored bioniedical 
research. It was clear that once 
government infornlation was "born 
secret" it often remained Uiat way. 
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Tlic Coinoliaee cocsludcs: "The 
goven~ment has llie power to create 
and keep secrets of inlmensc inipor- 
tance to us all." Yet, without docu- 
ments how can histolians and other 
reseiil'cliers uncover Ule trulll about 
the govemtnent's claldestine activi- 
ties? Wliere is "Ule smoldng gun" 
wllen secret records are systemati- 
cally shredded or reported as "lost?" 
We now know tl~at many people 
were damaged during tlie govem- 
metit's Cold War period of secrets 
and lies. But how can we uncover 
tlle medical a~idsciei~titic secrets 
that remain hidden in tlie still classi- 
fied documents fro111 1974 up lo Uie 
present? 

In tl~e absence of n~edical records 
and follow-up, Uie ultimate late of 
individuals who willingly or unwill- 
ingly "volunleered" for Ulesr ex- 
periments is not known. Tl~e Co~n- 
niittee siniply tlid not have h c  lime 
or resources to review individual 
files and liisiories. In lnany i~xtances 
only tiag~nclilary informnation 
survives ahout these experiments; 
wlietlier people were harmed in 
these erperinien~s could not be 
ascerlai~led. 

Cutrent sepet bioqnnedical 
expenlnentat~on 

To tlus day there are still no 
adequate safeguards to protect 
people from secret govemment 
experimentation. Since the mid- 
1970s we have witnessed the spec- 
tacular rise of genetic engineering 
and molecular biology, as well as 
the concomitant outbreak of new 
and mysterious diseases like AIDS, 
chronic fatigue syndrome, the 
peculiar "Four Comers" lung 
disease first discovered on Navajo 
land, and the emergence of un- 
precedented viruses never before 
seen on the planet. 

Investigators linking the possible 
origin of these diseases to the 
dangerous genetic engineering of 
new microbes are often dismissed as 
paranoids and crackpots. The Per- 
sian Gulf War syndrome is yet 

another recent disease clouded in 
military and biologic secrecy with 
the cause still debated and the 
medical records of sick veterans 
oflen "lost" or otherwise unavail- 
able. Not surprisingly, Ule same 
government institutions that funded 
die radiation experin~ents now 
largely control the research, fund- 
ing, and cover stories pertaining to 
all Uiese new diseases and viruses. 

What is clear From studying the 
Cornminee's Fmal Report is that the 
lnedical and scientific professions 
collaborated with the govemment 
and h e  military to abuse and llann 
U.S. citizens. In the process, the 
nuclear estahlisl~nient literally got 
away with niurder. 

How can we prevent this from 
happening again? One way might be 
to b~ing fl~e physician perpetrators 
of these unethical experimenters to 
justice in a court of law. However, 
unless tlie public is aroused, this is 
unlikely to happen. bi the Colulnbia 
Journalism Review, GeoMey Sea 
notes: "A startling fact about tl~e 
experi~nents is that, despite the 
docun~entation of liundreds of cases 
of unetlucal conduct resulth~~ in 
lastiilg damage to thousa~~ds~f  
people, not a single physician or 
nulse, scientist or technician, policy 
maker or administrator has yet come 
forward to admit wrongdoing." 

It would seem pmdent for pa- 
tients to stay away from continuing 

govenuiietit-sponsored experimenta- 
tion, especially those studies con- 
ducted at our leading niedical 
insdtutioiis. Enlightened patients 
might also view doctors "with a 
healthy dose of skepticism, and a 
touch of paranoia." 

As weird as all Ulis sounds, it 
could save your life!. 

Dr. Alan Cantwell is a physi- 
cian and AIDS and cancer 

researcher. He is the author of 
AlDS & The Doctor of Death. 

and The Cancer Microbe, both 
published by Aries Rising Press. 

He can be reached a t  PO Box 
29532, Los Angeles, CA 
90029. PhonelFAX (21 3) 

462-6458. Email: 
alanrcan@aol.com 
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